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Preface

People believe that when one is happy and content while performing a particular 
task, then that task should be their occupation. However, almost all tasks come 
with their own stress factors, and depending on the timeframe and accuracy the 
task requires to be completed, the stress levels vary. Hence, occupational stress is 
inherent to any task, whether the person does it with utmost interest and happiness 
or without any willingness to do it. It is important to understand that every work or 
occupation comes with a certain level of stress and the solution is not quitting the 
work but rather seeing how one can cope with that stress and complete the work 
successfully.

This book identifies the factors associated with occupational stress and the effec-
tiveness of certain coping strategies, specifically with regard to the mining industry 
and hospital settings. Chapter 1 introduces the concepts of occupational stress 
and the ways in which it manifests itself in different individuals. It rationalizes the 
various theories behind the occurrence of occupational stress and lists the causes 
of occupational stress. The chapter concludes by providing some of the coping 
 strategies that could be explored in different occupational settings to overcome 
stress.

Chapter 2 describes the various biomarkers that can be used to identify occupational 
stress, specifically in industrial workers, taking the mining industry as an example. 
This systematic review showcases the pathophysiological changes that take place 
in humans as a response to occupational stress. The chapter concludes by highlighting 
the importance of interventions to reduce such occupational stress in industrial 
workers.

Chapters 3–5 are dedicated to healthcare professionals and deal with the various 
factors that contribute to occupational stress in physicians, front-line healthcare 
workers, technicians, nurses, perioperative nurses, and anesthesiologists. The 
chapters discuss prevalence rates, factors associated with burnout, and a potential 
framework for the well-being of healthcare workers.

Finally, Chapter 6 focuses on coping strategies to overcome occupational stress. It 
compares the efficiency of certain approaches such as teamwork and conflict resolu-
tion and discusses the types of power and stress management strategies between 
public and private entities. The chapter finds team spirit and emotion-focused 
coping strategies to be useful.

This book provides a comprehensive overview of the prevalence of occupational 
stress in various healthcare settings and certain industrial sectors across the globe 
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and highlights the importance of both government and private entities to come up 
with various interventional coping strategies to take care of their employees.

Kavitha Palaniappan
Assistant Professor,

Centre of Regulatory Excellence,
Duke-NUS Medical School,

Singapore
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Chapter 1

Introductory Chapter: 
Occupational Stress and General 
Coping Strategies
Kavitha Palaniappan

1. Introduction

The American Psychological Association’s Dictionary of Psychology defines 
Occupational Stress as “a physiological and psychological response to events or 
conditions in the workplace that is detrimental to health and well-being” [1]. Such 
responses do vary from individual to individual, and it depends on several factors 
such as the level of autonomy, responsibility and independence that the individual has 
in his or her workplace, the amount, pace and type of work that needs to be per-
formed, the level of safety and security associated to the work and finally the relation-
ships that the individual maintains with his or her colleagues and supervisors.

Occupational stress may manifest itself in one or more of the following three 
different ways: (i) physical strain—affecting the various parts of the body and this 
is the most common way by which occupational stress manifests itself. It can range 
from having mild headaches or body pain to severe migraines; (ii) psychological 
strain—affecting the rationale thinking abilities of an individual and can lead to loss 
in memory and concentration or depression and anxiety; (iii) behavioral strain—
causing a change in the usual or normal habits of an individual, like, for example, 
binge eating or starving, excessive or loss of sleep, ignoring to perform regular tasks 
or duties and avoiding responsibilities and absenteeism.

The necessity to study occupational stress stems from the fact that it can have 
significant effects on both the physical and mental wellbeing of an individual and also 
an impact on the productivity of the workplace, which can have a negative impact on 
the global economy in turn. The Safety and Health at Work team of the International 
Labour Organization (ILO) found that the direct and indirect costs of occupational 
stress are in the range of billions of dollars annually all over the world [2].

The “State of the Global Workplace 2022 Report” by Gallup reports the results 
of the worldwide survey on the workplace wellbeing and shows that around 44% of 
the employees experience occupational stress around the world. Looking at some of 
the important factors that could have contributed to the occupational stress from the 
study, the United States and Canada have the highest regional percentage of engaged 
employees (33%), whereas Europe has the lowest regional percentage of the engaged 
employees (14%). Engaged employees refer to the employees who enthusiastically 
participate in all the activities of their work and are happy as their basic needs are 
met and are able to contribute positively to the organization. We could consider the 
second important factor as the percentage of employees living comfortably on their 

XIV
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present household income which was found to be highest (55%) in Australia and 
New Zealand and lowest (10%) in Sub-Saharan Africa. The third factor is the social 
factor, which refers to the way by which employees were treated in their organiza-
tions—South Asia, which includes India, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, Nepal, Pakistan and 
Afghanistan, had the highest regional percentage of respondents (19%) who felt that 
there were not treated with respect at their workplaces [3].

2. Theories for the occurrence of occupational stress

There are a few theories in the field of psychology to explain the occurrence of 
occupational stress (Figure 1). The first and most accepted theory is the demand-
control model wherein stress can happen when the workload is high; however, the 
decision-making authority is low. Alternatively, when the workload is high and there 
is a significant lack of resources or support to perform that job, that can also lead to 
stress and in that case, the demand-resource model would be applicable. Stress can 
occur when the skills, abilities and attitude of the employee do not match the require-
ments of the job, and this is called the person–environment fit model. When the 
efforts put in for a particular job are not rewarded appropriately in the form of pay 
or fair treatment or even a mere appreciation, it can lead to stress, and in this case, it 
is referred to as the effort–reward imbalance model. Finally, as indicated at the start 
of this chapter, it is also important to understand that the ability to cope to various 
stressful conditions differs from individual to individual, and when the stressors 
go beyond an individual’s ability to cope with stress, then, it is referred to as the 
 diathesis–stress model.

Figure 1. 
Models to explain the occurrence of occupational stress.
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3. Cause of occupational stress

One may argue that the causes of occupational stress may not be solely due to the 
workplace conditions and that there are possibilities of personal factors stemming 
from an individual’s family or social life that could have an impact on their physical 
and mental wellbeing. However, scientific evidences do show that several workplace 
conditions contribute to occupational stress in a significant manner. The various 
causes of occupational stress are depicted in Figure 2.

4. Coping strategies

In order to manage stress, it is essential to change ones’ own cognitive and behav-
ioral efforts in dealing with the external or internal stimuli that is causing the stress 
and this is referred to as coping. Coping strategies can be worked out at both orga-
nizational level and also at personal levels. When it comes to organizational levels, 
it is first important for the management to understand the causative factors in the 
organization and come up with suitable measures. NIOSH recommends the following 
strategies for organizations to help their employees cope with occupational stress [4]:

• Managers should keep monitoring the workload of sub-ordinates and see to it 
that the workers are allocated work that is well within their skills set and capa-
bilities and can also be reasonably completed within the time frame given;

• Each job must come with a clear description of its scope of work and roles and 
responsibilities;

• Sufficient resources should be available for the employees to complete the tasks;

• If new tasks are to be performed, especially with advancements in technology require 
employees to do tasks that may be beyond their current capabilities, then, suitable 
training should be given to them before they can undertake those specific tasks;

Figure 2. 
Causes of occupational stress.
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• Communication channels must be transparent, and all employees should be 
given an opportunity to voice out their opinions and decisions;

• Different leadership styles can be explored to figure out which style works well 
for the organization and its employees.

On personal front, there are a few coping strategies that an individual can explore 
to overcome occupational stress. First among them is seeking social support—irre-
spective of what the social support can provide, be it in terms of advice or suitable 
contacts or material help or just a distraction, getting in touch with a human contact is 
valued when one is undergoing stress [5]. Seeking social support is also said to help an 
individual to overcome exhaustion and work–family conflicts [6]. The next strategy is 
the “problem-solving” strategy, wherein the individual can put up a fight against the 
stressor, and this goes beyond just identifying the stressor. Studies have also shown 
that the problem-solving strategy helps an individual to gain more control over the 
job and thus overcome occupational stress [7]. The last strategy is the “avoidance” 
strategy which is equated to running away from the stressor and is a form of escap-
ism [8]. Even though studies have shown a positive correlation between avoidance 
and emotional exhaustion [9], certain longitudinal studies indicate that avoidance 
can potentially lead to depression 10 years down the road or more chronic and acute 
conditions 4 years later [10].

5. Conclusion

All kinds of work require some amount of physical and mental effort and hence 
when done over a long period of time can lead to stress. Mental wellbeing is being 
spoken about all over the world, and several leaders across the globe are coming up 
with strategies such as four-day workweek or remote working to reduce the amount 
of time that an individual spends at work and ensure that he or she is able to attain 
work–life balance. However, it is usually not the amount of time spent at workplace 
that is the stressor, but what happens during the work time, irrespective of whether 
it is at home (while working remotely) or at office is what matters. For example, it is 
almost impossible for an individual to forget a berating that he or she received during 
the day from his or her boss even after returning home and may even have a disturbed 
sleep due to that. Studies on burnout indicate that all the biggest sources of occupa-
tional stress come from an individual’s boss—unreasonable timelines, lack of support, 
heavy workload, unfair treatment and unclear communication [3]. Hence, managers 
have to realize that with the mental wellbeing of their workers comes an increase in 
productivity and profit; hence, they must lend a listening ear to their issues at the 
workplace and try to sort things out so that it becomes a win-win situation for both 
parties. When coping strategies are implemented from both fronts, that is, from the 
management and from the employee, it would be much easier to get relieved from 
occupational stress.
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Chapter 2

Impact of Occupational Stress and 
Its Associated Factors on Cognitive, 
Hormonal and Stress Responsive 
Protein in Mining Based Industrial 
Workers
Rajani G. Tumane, Shubhangi K. Pingle, Avinash S. Gaikwad 
and Beerappa Ravichandran

Abstract

Rapid globalization and technological advances have transformed the way of working. 
Occupational stress is psychological and physical condition that has potential to worsen 
a person’s health in any workplace. Stress related productivity impairment were com-
mon in mining industries. Lack of skills, organizational issues, and a social support at 
workplace can all cause workers to experience stress. Therefore, hypothalamus-pituitary-
adrenal (HPA) axis and sympathetic nervous system are activated as part of the body’s 
physiological reaction. Hence chronic stress were linked to digestive, cardiovascular, 
atherosclerosis, and neurological issues. Numerous studies reported, several biochemical 
and pathophysiological factors were responsible for occupational, environmental, and 
workplace depression. This review chapter were included studied from PubMed, Google, 
book chapters, case reports, and other electronic databases, etc. Total (n = 104) articles 
were selected related to occupational stress and its impact on biochemical and patho-
physiological were experienced in them. Workers who experienced occupational stress 
underwent pathophysiological changes that leads to changes in the stress hormones, 
sensitive stress protein and other significant variables. Finally, cortisol, stress hormones, 
PTH, HO-1, cytokines used as a panel of marker for stressful conditions evaluation in 
occupational settings. These findings, advice interventions that will be reduce, or eradi-
cate some of these stressors in occupational settings.

Keywords: hormones, mining, neurological problems, occupational stress, 
pathophysiological changes, stress responsive protein

1. Introduction

World Health Organisation (WHO) reported that occupational stress is epidemic 
and characterised by the physical and mental toll that results from an imbalance 
between a people capability to manage with work-related stress and their objective 
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goals in occupational contexts [1, 2]. International Labour Organisation (ILO) 
reported, annually 2.34 million person die in occupational mishap and 25% deaths are 
attributable to dangerous and unhealthy occupational settings [3, 4]. Furthermore, 
non-fatal work-related disorders affected 160 million people. More than 200 million 
and 16 million workers exposed to various occupational toxic hazards and harm-
ful exposures in factories respectively [5]. People are working harder than ever to 
improve society, jobs, education, health, and quality of life. Studies reported that the 
delicacy disorders brought via occupational related burnout in the US ranged from 
$500 to $1000 billion US dollar [6–8]. Other studies reported a favourable psycho-
logical and physiological condition in workers was maintained by factors like gender, 
age, and personality as well as self-perception, self-confidence, and stress tolerance 
[9, 10]. However, stress has a detrimental effect on employees’ physical, emotional, 
and overall quality of life. These results into decreased output, job absenteeism, a loss 
of professional effectiveness, an increase in accident cases, a decline in morale, and 
interpersonal conflicts with subordinates [11–13]. Pilots, nurses, accountants, teach-
ers, university employees, and managers have all been the subject of prior research 
that looked at occupational stress [14].

In occupational setting, miners and factory workers who were working in high 
stress condition and industrial demanding work environment. Exposure to hazardous 
substances in mining occupations affected biological system of human being. Several 
studies has been reported that metals, dust, noise, chemical factors, physical factors 
responsible for employees’ psychological health problems leading to occupational 
burnout in humans but its cellular mechanism is still unclear in biochemical processes 
[15]. Further, hippocampus is the main part of the brain expresses the reaction of 
stressful stimuli which is responsible for involvement of distinct network reaction for 
occurrences of stress. Stress were also responsible for secretion of hormones includ-
ing epinephrine and nor norepinephrine via by neuroendocrine mechanism. On the 
other hand, glucocorticoids were secreted by adrenal gland (hypothalamus pituitary 
adrenal). This leads to disturb oxidant and antioxidants levels responsible for develop-
ment of oxidative stress in the human. Studies reported that the exposure to dust may 
cause various metabolic alterations in the biochemical, hormonal regulatory processes. 
These processes has potential to induce toxic effects in lung tissue of workers. Previous 
studies reported neurasthenia, anxiety disorder, and depression, occupational stress 
and psychological health problems due to occupational stress in different occupational 
groups [16, 17]. These findings necessitated further research on mine workers for 
evaluation of health risks due to occupational exposure to different pollutants. With 
this view, exposure markers, hemeoxygenase-1 (HO-1) and parathyroid hormones 
were targeted due to its special reference to occupational exposure to dust and develop-
ment of job related stress in the workers. Studies reported that HO-1 was rate limiting 
enzyme which is induced in the lung during occupational stress condition. Other 
mechanism reported that parathyroid hormone (PTH) is involved in calcium regula-
tion which is secreted by parathyroid gland and control by nervous endocrine system 
but overload of aluminium replaces calcium because of its same valence which sup-
pression PTH levels in the Bauxite dust exposed workers in the occupational settings 
[18]. Limited attentions were noted to find out relationship between occupational 
stress and human individual factors were responsible for  causing stress in the occu-
pational setting workers. Studies on exposure biomarkers, aims to explore the occu-
pational exposure to pollutants may be responsible for development of occupational 
stress through physiology, neurobiology, and stress proteins in the workers. It will also 
need to find out its impact on the quality of life of worker in the occupational settings.
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2. Methodology

The MeSH (Medical Subject Headings) databases are the NLM controlled vocabu-
lary thesaurus that were used for indexing articles such as occupational stress in 
workplaces, related diseases, factors affecting stress, consequences, occupational 
stress physiology and neurobiology, hormones involved in stress neurobiology and its 
mechanism of action, stress responsive parathyroid hormone (PTH) in occupational 
settings, stress responsive protein in occupational settings, oxidative stress markers 
in industrial based mining workers. Initial searches limited to materials available 
with complete abstracts and those available in the English language were included. 
Published articles were searched from numerous electronic databases including 
PubMed, Google, Cochrane library, free PMC article, koreamed, hinari publication, 
scopus indexed journal, virtual health library, audicus, NCBI databases, Indexing 
of Indian Medical Journals (INDMED), and PakMediNet—Medical Information 
Gateway of Pakistan etc. Systematic reviews, book chapters, review and research 
papers, and case studies pertaining to workplace stress in industrial settings were 
also included. Articles about stress in healthcare facilities, IT workplaces, academic 
institutions, and government institutions were omitted. Articles that only described 
the procedures or offered opinions or news were also disqualified. The review chapter 
were includes literature from 1986 to 2021 period (last 20 years) to study oxidative 
stress in mining based industrial subjects. A total of (n = 104) papers were chosen that 
discussed the effects of occupational stress on industrial employees’ biochemistry and 
pathophysiology in stress conditions. According to the electronic database, very few 
published articles regarding stress protein expression in occupational stress condi-
tions in mining based industrial workers from India were reported, This review chap-
ter, discussed about occupational stress and its associated factors in workers which is 
continuously exposed to chemicals, dust, environmental pollutants, and hazardous 
toxicants had impact on their biochemical, pathophysiological, molecular, neurologi-
cal, immunological, endocrine, and respiratory mechanisms alteration in them. These 
alteration may provide future insights regarding importance of occupational stress in 
them at workplace environment.

3. Factors affecting stress

Several industrial and organisational works related factors were found to be 
responsible for development of workplace stress. Bhatti et al. reported, 67% of the 
stress that employee’s experiences were caused by both intra- and extra-organisational 
factors, with workload serving as the primary culprit [19]. Scientists had given more 
attention that one-third of the working population in affluent nations has moderate 
to severe levels of stress. Because of work environmental condition, its manage-
ment and work consignment influences on employee physical and mental health. 
Similar research for newly industrialised nations also suggests that time constraints, 
unreasonable demands, role conflicts, poor ergonomics, job security, and relation-
ships with customers are some of the most frequent sources of stress for workers in 
the financial services industry [20]. Furthermore, as a result of increased human 
involvement with computers, new stressors have emerged, including computer 
failures, computer slowdowns, and electronic performance monitoring etc. Many 
scientists reported that there are many moderate and non-moderated occupational 
stress factors that were contribute to occupational stress including working shifts, 
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sedentary, repetitive, lack of safety, monotonous work techniques, collaborative 
activities, uncontrollable jobs, physical elements (heat, noise, lighting, chemical ele-
ments like odour), interpersonal relationships of superiors at workplace, uncertainty, 
conflict, overwork, career development, reward, promotion, job security, and cer-
tainty of future employment [21–23]. Role of stress and key organisational outcomes 
have a complex link that can range from positive to negative results of various intensi-
ties responsible for affecting stress in humans at occupational settings [24].

4. Consequences of stress

A serious global problem is how occupational stress affects different occupational 
setting workers. A recent survey done by banker association found that 69% of banking 
and their staff were working in stressful condition and 50% reported psychological 
distress. Workers with low-back, hand, and arm issues as a result of linking musculo-
skeletal illnesses with the workplace, taking into account individuals, job tasks, and 
work environments, leave their positions and decrease the economic productivity of 
the country [25]. Workplace stress, way of life, and personal downtime have all been 
linked to the appearance of occupational stress in workers responsible for development 
of mental problems in them. Mining based industrial and factory workers were work-
ing relatively poor environment for longer period of time with no ventilation. Those 
workers belongs to below poverty line were responsible for varying degrees of job stress 
that affect workers quality of life [26]. Scientists have found that moderate and non-
moderated occupational stress were responsible for hypertension, immune, nervous, 
and digestive impairment, depression, ischemic heart disease, psychological symptoms 
were responsible for reduction in the ability of employees to cope with their work 
[27–29]. Therefore, individuals may consume alcohol, reduction in appetite, and organ-
isational performance [27–30]. Finally, individual, organisational-related components, 
behavioural disorders, family conflicts were might avoid people moving to do work, 
use drugs or drink excessively. Non moderated occupational stress was detrimental to 
professional workers’ as well as disturb health and quality of life in job settings. Several 
studies were focused on workplace stress in medical staffs and banking employees 
who experienced higher levels of occupational stress had lower quality of life [29–31]. 
Therefore, occupational stress at workplace had described about unusual physiological, 
psychological, and behavioural reactions in workers due to occupational stress.

5. Occupational stress physiology and neurobiology

Technological advancements and rapid globalisation have changed the people 
how to work in ambient environmental conditions. In mining sectors, workers are 
constantly subjected to occupational and stress-related productivity degradation. 
The processing of work and coping with challenging situations needs the activation 
of intricate brain-body mechanisms. Neuroendocrine networks are involved in the 
different type mechanism and hippocampi expressed vide variety of stressful stimuli 
in the brain [32]. Homeostasis mechanism well maintained by the interactions among 
body organ systems and, its metabolic processes responsible for the release of free 
radicals including peroxynitrite radicals, hydrogen peroxides, superoxide anions, 
reactive oxygen species (ROS), and nitric oxide radicals in response to oxidative 
stress [33–36]. Studies well reported that stress condition were responsible for the 
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secretion of epinephrine, norepinephrine, and glucocorticoids hormones via neuro-
endocrine system in the brain. On the other hand, non-genomic, genomic, epigenetic 
processes, immune system stimulation, energy mobilisation, metabolic changes, 
and systemic inhibition were involved in the development of the oxidative stress in 
humans. Scientists placed more attention towards changes in cellular, synaptic and 
neural flexibility take place in combination with proinflammatory signals. Together, 
body-brain connection governs physiologic and behavioural changes were necessary 
for survival and sustainability [32, 37, 38]. Focusing on health hazardous problems 
and its impact on the workers in occupational settings disturbs mental and social 
health determinants in them. Studies reported that heavy metal fumes and dust expo-
sure including, aluminium, lead, manganese, copper may get deposited into the brain. 
Excessive overload of heavy metals which cross the blood brain barrier and causes 
Alzheimer, Parkinson’s schizophrenia and neurological diseases. The symptoms such 
as trembling slow motor movement, severe depression, anxiety, and loss of memory 
were well reported in them. Therefore, neuronal cells network mechanism was highly 
responsible for development of psychological problems due to oxidative stressors 
in them. However, neurotransmitter in the brain have neuronal connections which 
causes to release of proinflammatory cytokines directly responsible to disturb neuro-
logical mechanism and developed psychological issues in exposed workers [39, 40].

6. Hormones involved in stress neurobiology and its mechanism of action

Stress condition perturbs homeostasis of the human being gives large influences 
on human behavioural, endocrine system and cellular levels. Sympathetic (arousal) 
and parasympathetic (relaxation) nerve systems make up the autonomic nervous 
system. The automatic nervous system controls essential organs as well as visceral 
functions like respiration, digestion, circulation, and temperature regulation. In 
stress condition, the hypothalamus carries several distinct tasks which secretes 
arginine vasopressin, antidiuretic hormone, stimulates the hypothalamus gland. 
Scantamburlo et al. [41] claim that anterior pituitary gland results into production 
of ACTH in response to corticotropin releasing hormone (CRH) [40, 42]. Further, 
adrenal cortex (outer part) is stimulated by ACTH to release corticoids (glucocor-
ticoids and mineralocorticoids). The main function of glucocorticoids is to release 
energy by conversion of glycogen into glucose and breakdown of fats into fatty acids 
and glycerol, which is needed to combat the negative consequences of a stressor 
[41, 43–45]. In addition, corticoids which inhibit the immune system, reduce hunger, 
aggravate gastrointestinal irritation, and associated feeling of depression and loss 
of control in stress conditions. On the other hand, aldosterone, a mineralocorticoid, 
encourages the retention of Na+ and the removal of K+. These reaction results into 
high blood pressure, heart rate, dilated pupils, constricted arteries to non-working 
muscles, and force to cardiac contraction. In addition, ADH known to maintain the 
blood pressure during stress when the body’s equilibration is upset. Regulating fluid 
loss through the urinary system is the primary function of vasopressin (ADH), which 
is produced by the hypothalamus and released by the posterior pituitary. Further, 
the second significant alteration occurs during release of energy and distributions of 
energy to different organ system were needed. In addition, growth hormone (GH) 
and thyroid hormones played important role in stress condition. Due to stress condi-
tion, GH and thyroid hormones increased psychological stimuli in humans [46]. The 
thyroid gland secretes thyroxin and triiodothyronine which plays very important role 
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in the management of stress in the human body. Thyroid hormones’ primary purpose 
is to boost basal metabolic rate, and raises heart rate and increase in the levels of 
catecholamines in stress situation. Despite, stress hormones, serotonin and melatonin 
are linked to mood. Depression is well connected with neurological problem and its 
reduction in stress in occupational setting is well reported [47–50].

Depression is well connected with neurological problem and its reduction in stress 
hormones in occupational setting are well reported [47–50].

7. Oxidative stress markers in mining workers

The oxidants and antioxidants imbalance causes oxidative stress, which disrupts 
redox signalling and physiological function of the cell in humans. OS executed redox 
signalling-induced alterations, which might alter transcriptional activity, kinases 
networks, and apoptosis [51–55]. Studies reported that s-nitrosation, disulfide link-
ages, s-nitrosylation, S-glutathionylation, and sulfenylation proteins undergo discrete, 
reversible, and site specific alterations of cysteine residues to create redox signalling 
[56–58]. Exploring their potential clinical applications, nevertheless, continues to 
spark growing interest. Studies on oxidative stress markers in a variety of human 
diseases are being reported in published manuscripts. Thus, lot of focus on the ana-
lytical challenges needs to validate oxidative stress indicators in stressful condition 
[59, 60]. Although numerous indicators and techniques are employed but many of 
them lack strong correlations, fail to accurately reflect oxidative stress, and lack of 
specificity in occupational diseases in dust exposed workers. Recent studies reported 
that black lung in coal workers is caused due to bioavailable iron (BAI) present in the 
coal dust. The iron occurs in the coal dust reacts with the oxygen and oxygen peroxide 
and forms ROS. The ROS acts as a mediators which stimulate the activation of alveolar 
macrophage, immune cells and tend to release cytokines. The lung is a vulnerable 
organ to exogenous ROS because of its anatomy, function, and location where devel-
opment of pulmonary diseases due to endogenous ROS. The lower respiratory tract 
becomes clogged with inflammatory mediators and activated phagocytotic cells, 
which produces ROS to protect respiratory system from environmental pollutant in the 
occupational settings. However, deposition of dust particle in alveolar macrophages 
activates the lung oxidative stress mechanism through the release of pro-inflammatory 
marker by ROS which damages DNA, protein, lipids etc. which causing lung disease in 
exposed workers. Studies confirmed that OS and the pro-inflammatory cytokines were 
involved in the progression of fibrotic lung disease in coal dust-induced pneumoconio-
sis, and progressive massive fibrosis (PMF) [61–64]. Recently, oxidative stress markers 
were reported in developed in-vitro model of alveolar epithelial (A549) and monocytic 
lung (U937) cell line for pneumoconiosis along with antioxidant enzymes. Oxidative 
stress parameter in the alveolar macrophage and lung epithelial cells exposed to coal 
dust results in the significant elevation in the oxidative stress markers NADPH, MPO, 
MDA and PC & reduction of antioxidant content (i.e. SOD, CAT and GSH). Results 
indicated that imbalance in the generation of ROS species and antioxidant enzyme 
could be one of the key payers to initiate the inflammation causing chronic tissue dam-
age and fibrosis in the lung tissue. Coal exposure played a key role in the aetiology of 
asthma and chronic bronchitis (CB) [65–67]. By looking at oxidation target products, 
such as malonoaldehyde (end product of Lipid peroxidation), DNA damage, protein 
carbonyls, 8-isoprostane, DNA oxidation, and other oxidative stress markers gener-
ated by ROS can be evaluated either directly or indirectly. They can be used to evaluate 
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oxidative stress in humans since they are molecules whose structures have been altered 
by ROS. Antioxidant molecules including glutathione, protein thiols, and enzymatic 
antioxidant activity are further biomarkers of oxidative stress and key players in the 
body’s antioxidant defence mechanism and a subject of extensive research [68, 69]. 
Finally, antioxidant enzymes, oxidants and proinflammatory cytokine markers may be 
used for OS in occupationally developed diseases in exposed workers.

8. Stress responsive parathyroid hormone (PH) in occupational settings

Corticosterone (CORT) is stress regulating hormone in human and its reduction 
in cortisol levels causes low blood pressure, fatigue, weakness in stress condition. 
Addison’s disease, damage adrenal gland, neurological, immunological and metabolic 
effects were reported in stress condition. Importantly, CORT is responsible to reduce 
calcium absorption levels and reabsorption from intestine, kidney by increasing the 
secretion of PH hormones [50, 70, 71]. Parathyroid hormone involved in the calcium 
regulation which is secreted by parathyroid gland and control via hypothalamus axis. 
The main mechanism of action of PTH that exerts its effects on kidney, bone and 
intestine via tubular reabsorbtion and absorption of calcium. Scientists reported 
that interconnection between parathyroid gland and CORT during first trimers were 
maintained via differentiation of bone cells and chondrocytes [72]. Recently, PTH 
suppression in occupationally Bauxite dust exposed workers were reported at the time 
smelting, mining operations, and beneficiation of Bauxite but its impact in response 
to stress were less approached by scientists [73, 74]. Therefore, experimental studies 
reported that aluminium overload supressed PTH levels but still not yet confirmed 
and indistinguishable that whether Al involved in decline in synthesis/release of 
PTH because aluminium toxicity effect on bone metabolism and changes in calcium 
and phosphorus can be modulated by PTH [75, 76]. Earlier reported that Aluminium 
suppresses PTH by increasing calcium levels and directly affected PTH synthesis this 
suggested that direct approach is frequent and important as compared to indirect 
PTH inhibition. Therefore, agreed with serious effects of aluminium in bones that 
is multi factorial which alters mineralisation, cellular activity of bone cells and leads 
to cell death because of alteration in cell metabolism [77–80]. The interconnection 
of aluminium, Calcium, and PTH were well reported but in context to occupational 
Bauxite dust exposed workers studies not yet reported. In-vitro and in-vivo studies 
showed that both indirect and direct methods helped evaluation of effect of Al on 
parathyroid function. Decreased level of PTH with increased Al levels were observed 
in the occupationally dust exposed bauxite workers. Further, significant negative 
correlation were observed between PTH and blood aluminium levels and inverse 
correlation were noted between PTH and calcium. Other studies reported that Al 
overload decreased PTH and calcium in circulating system [80, 81]. From this studies 
were suggested that direct and indirect PTH regulation mechanism and Al interferes 
in PTH secretion/release rather than its synthesis.

9. Stress responsive protein in occupational settings

Heme oxygenase-1 (HO-1) has been identified in many different cell types from 
lower to higher organisms to tolerate the different forms of stress. Environmental 
influence alters the pattern of cellular protein expression, performs physiological 
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activities by acting as a molecular chaperon [82]. Anti-inflammatory actions of HO-1 
(rate limiting enzyme) in biochemical pathways are may be due to breakdown of the 
pro-oxidant heme by own, signal effects of carbon monoxide (CO), the antioxidant 
biliverdin/bilirubin, and the sequestration of free iron by ferritin in human. Stress 
responsive HO-1 protein has ability to inhibit inflammation and provide cytoprotec-
tion that can be attributed through by-product of HO-1. Heme oxygenase another 
form of protein, HO-2 were present in neurones and astrocytes, but HO-1 generally 
worked as inducible form in cell types of central nervous system and by product 
of HO-1 performs similar work [83, 84]. Numerous stimuli can induce HO-1 gene 
expression, including oxidative stress and Aβ peptides [85–88]. Induction of HO-1 
occurs due to inflammatory processes insults of the cells by environmental factors and 
the activation of an oxidative stress generated by nuclear factor erythroid 2-related 
factor-2 (Nrf2), Interleukin-1 (IL-1), and other inflammatory markers. Induction 
of HO-1 were regulated through Nrf2 contain transcription factor BTB and CNC 
homology 1 (Bach1) competes with Nrf2 and represses transcription factors [89, 91]. 
The Nrf2 present in the cytoplasm which interacted with Kelch-like ECH associating 
protein 1 (Keap1). Keap1 which regulated Nrf2 activity and behave as a sensor for 
oxidative and electrophilic stresses, degraded by the ubiquitin proteasome pathway. 
Finally, Nrf2 slightly accumulated in the nucleus and inhibited transcription of the 
HO-1 gene. Thus, Nrf2-Keap1 complex system played as role in defence mechanism in 
human [92–95].

In occupational settings, high levels of HO-1 were reported due to bauxite dust 
exposure and responsible for catabolism of heme in aluminium exposed workers 
[96]. High levels of Al reported in bauxite exposed workers were assorted and its 
cellular mechanism fails to appear in published article. Other studies reported 
that decrease in the level of haemoglobin and high levels of HO-1 in Bauxite dust 
exposure group which may be due to increased catabolism of heme and genera-
tion of ROS and OS in them [97]. Previous study reported that HO-1 deficient and 
heavy metal exposure at cellular level were more prone to cytotoxicity injury. The 
functional role of HO-1 induction in OS is not well established in the occupational 
settings. HO-1 exerts protective role as neurodegenerative, cardiovascular, cancer, 
metabolic, iron metabolism disorders and various inflammatory diseases in human 
after oxidative injury [98]. Scientist gave more attention towards role of Ho-1 in 
silicotic patients, respiratory diseases, and asthma in sub mucosal macrophages and 
airway epithelium which helps to defend against the insults in lungs in the occupa-
tional settings [99–104]. However, induction and molecular regulation HO-1 acts as 
a anti-inflammatory, antioxidative and antiapoptotic and in response to oxidative 
stress.

10. Conclusion

The current chapter, assessed the trends in global research on stress at occu-
pational settings. For the enrichment of life in the mining industries and other 
workplace areas, workers were continuously working in stressful job environments 
for the betterment of life in mining industries and other workplace areas. In stressful 
environment, subjects were exposed to chemicals, dust, environmental pollutants 
and hazardous toxicants ultimately alters biochemical, pathophysiological changes, 
molecular, neurological, immunological, endocrine, and respiratory mechanisms 
alteration in them. The deposition of dangerous pollutants in brain, kidney, lungs and 
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other part of human system and results into the occurrences of several serious health 
hazards and diseases in exposed workers. Its impact reported neurological, oxidant 
and antioxidant level changes, respiratory illnesses, Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, infec-
tious issues, and immunological disturbances in exposed workers of occupational set-
tings. This study’s findings were significant for understand the epidemiological issues 
in occupational settings, which has drawn increased attention. According to reports, 
high income, control job categories that were linked to lower job stress. However, a 
psychological problem, which has a positive predictive impact on quality of life, is a 
mediator in the association between occupational stress and quality of life. Growing 
health concerns have raised awareness of the importance of researching difficult 
technologies that have not been used in India yet. Research suggests that cortisol, 
epinephrine, non-epinephrine, PTH, HO-1, antioxidant enzymes, proinflammatory 
cytokines, prooxidant levels were helpful as a panel of marker for evaluation of signif-
icant stressful conditions in exposed subjects. The growing health concern has been 
an increasing awareness about the need to do study on occupational stress factors yet 
not implemented fully in India. Study findings could help to advise interventions that 
reduce, minimise or eradicate some of these stressors in occupational settings.
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Chapter 3

Occupational Stress among Health 
Care Workers
Krupal Joshi, Bhautik Modi, Sanjay Singhal and Sanjay Gupta

Abstract

Occupational stress is a harmful response particularly physical and emotional, 
due to a mismatch between job requirements and the qualifications, resources, and 
worker’s needs; its chronic form is termed “Burnout.” Stress among health care 
workers is multifactorial. Its prevalence among healthcare professionals ranges from 
27−87.4%. Occupational stress is a significant reason for physical and mental health, 
substance use, work-related delay, absenteeism, and emigration rate. Additionally, it 
can lead to patient safety concerns and poor quality of care. The mismatch between 
job requirements and the available resources, work overload, working environ-
ment, work experience, workplace conflict, gender discrimination, marital status, 
educational status, job satisfaction, and not being rewarded were some of the factors 
significantly associated with occupational stress among health care professionals. 
Moreover, the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic introduced additional 
stressors, such as staff redeployment and the fear of infection. WHO identified good 
primary health care as fundamental for achieving universal health coverage without 
financial hardship. Healthcare professionals’ physical and mental well-being is crucial 
for attaining this. Developing culturally and organizationally appropriate early 
interventions is the need of the hour to prevent a health care worker from entering a 
stress level that is non-adaptable beyond their coping abilities.

Keywords: occupational, stress, burnout, physicians, health care workers

1. Introduction

The term “stress” was derived from the Latin word “stringere,” meaning the 
 experience of physical hardship, starvation, torture, and pain. Its chronic form is 
termed ‘Burnout.’ Stress at the workplace has gained much attention recently. It has been 
recognized as a global disease due to its negative impact on the physical, emotional, and 
psychological well-being of people in various occupational groups.

Stress has become an endemic problem in healthcare, contributing to health-
related challenges which decrease efficiency and productivity. Stress among health 
care workers is multifactorial. The mismatch between job requirement and the 
available resources, work overload, working environment, work experience, work-
place conflict, gender discrimination, marital status, educational status, job satisfac-
tion, and not being rewarded were some of the factors significantly associated with 
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occupational stress among health care professionals [1]. Moreover, the coronavirus 
disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic introduced additional stressors, such as staff 
redeployment and the fear of infection [2]. Occupational stress is a significant reason 
for physical and mental health, substance use, work-related delay, absenteeism, and 
emigration rate [3, 4]. World Health Organization (WHO) recognized good primary 
health care as fundamental for achieving universal health coverage (UHC) without 
financial hardship [5]. Healthcare professionals’ physical and mental well-being 
is crucial for attaining this [1]. Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI) is still the gold 
standard for assessing burnout among HCWs [6]. Developing culturally and organi-
zationally appropriate early interventions is the need of the hour to prevent a health 
care worker from entering a stress level that is non-adaptable beyond their coping 
abilities.

2. Measuring burnout

Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI) is the most widely accepted standard for 
burnout assessment. It includes a Human Services Survey applicable to healthcare 
professionals.

MBI is comprised of 22 items, out of which emotional exhaustion domain consists 
of nine items, depersonalization domain consists of five items, and accomplish-
ment domain consists of eight items. Each domain scored from 0 to 6 based on 
self-reported frequency of the feeling addressed by each item.

Conceptions of burnout that address only emotional exhaustion are incomplete 
[7, 8] as depersonalization may actually align more strongly with the most negative 
consequences of burnout [9].

As studies on physicians have often found the personal accomplishment domain of 
burnout to correlate only weakly with outcomes, overall burnout has commonly been 
defined as a high level of either emotional exhaustion or depersonalization. Main 
drawback of using MBI outside of structured research studies is its length. For larger 
survey, a short assessment tool is developed and used in some studies.

One study of more than 10,000 medical students and physicians found strong 
correlations between single item tool and their respective emotional exhaustion 
and depersonalization domain scores from the full MBI, and area-under-the-curve 
measures of 0.94 and 0.93, respectively, against the full MBI domains [10].

In addition, replacing the full MBI with these single items in physician studies 
yielded similar estimates of burnout. Many physicians have applied this shorter 
version of tool in different burnout studies. Alternative abbreviated assessments 
have been proposed. McManus applied a shortened MBI using three items from each 
domain, but validity of this approach is lacking.

The Physician Work Life and MEMO studies use a single item, “how severe is my 
burnout”, on a scale of 1–5 [11].

This indicates Correlations with the emotional exhaustion domain of the full MBI 
have been demonstrated to be moderate. The Copenhagen Burnout Inventory [12] 
and the Oldenburg Burnout Inventory [13] are also examples of tool developed as a 
response to debate concerning the optimal conceptualization of physician burnout. 
However, despite ongoing efforts to refine burnout instruments, the MBI remains the 
current “gold standard” for burnout assessment, with the full MBI representing the 
preferred version when possible.
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3. Prevalence

Many studies in different countries quoted tremendous stress among health 
care workers, resulting in burnout. In the Coping with COVID study, a US 
national survey was administered by multiple healthcare organizations covering 
20,947 respondents in 42 organizations and reported that daily stress was scored 
as high or very high by 30% of healthcare workers [14]. Anxiety or depression 
was described by 38% of workers in the health care sector [14]. A stress summary 
score (SSS) was 9.52 (SD 2.82, possible range 4–16), with burnout (present, high, 
or very high) in 49% of the healthcare workers [14]. Women workers described 
more challenging work environments than men. Work overload, fear of exposure 
to infection, and self-reported anxiety/depression are some of the factors related 
to burnout [15]. Other studies suggest that the mean prevalence of burnout among 
physicians in the United States is between 40% and 50% [15]. The burnout rate 
in US physicians is about 1.5 to 2.5 times higher than it is for US workers in other 
professions [16, 17].

Studies in low- and middle-income countries among primary health-care 
professionals suggest that burnout is substantial, mainly because of the workforce 
and resource shortages in these countries. Estimates ranged from 2.5% for severe 
burnout among family physicians in China to 87.9% for burnout among midwives in 
Uganda [18].

Factors associated with HCWs burnout: Burnout among HCWs is multifactorial. 
Individual and workplace-related factors act independently and synergistically for 
HCW’s burnout.

a. Individual Factors: Various studies have shown an association between gender, 
age, education level, education debt, marital status, spouse occupation, and 
children’s age with HCW burnout1 [1, 19, 20]. High burnout among females in 
one study was linked to work-home conflict, domestic violence, and non-engage-
ment of men in household work [21–24]. Burnout among younger physicians 
was found to be more than among older physicians in most studies; however, few 
studies report a positive association with age [1, 19]. Higher educational level, 
marriage, children younger than 21 years, and non-physician HCW were associ-
ated with increased burnout [1, 19, 20]. Individual characteristics like personal-
ity, interpersonal relationships, and personal experiences may also help modify 
burnout’s impact [25].

b. Work factors: An imbalance between job demands and the available resources, 
understaffed, work overload (including overtime, shift work, and high patient 
turnover), working environment, inadequate breaks for food, work experience, 
workplace conflict, violence, gender discrimination, job insecurity, job dissatis-
faction, working in a rural or economically deprived places with poor infrastruc-
ture and not being rewarded were some of the factors significantly associated with 
occupational stress among HCWs [5, 17, 20]. Moreover, the coronavirus disease 
2019 (COVID-19) pandemic introduced additional stressors, such as staff rede-
ployment, lack of personal protective equipment, and the fear of infection [2].

c. Social factors: Wide availability of negative behavior in social media, decreas-
ing respect toward Health care workers, increasing violence against HCWs by 
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patient’s relatives, lack of adequate Government policies to protect the HCWs, 
and limited interprofessional collaboration also influence burnout [2]. Moreover, 
discrimination in society against HCWs during the initial month of Covid-19 
pandemics was an additional stressor.

4. Pathophysiology

The burnout and its contributing factors can be related to a microbiologic disease 
process in which burnout is the disease, environment works as a pathogen and an 
individual’s resilience works as an immune system. As such, an individual working 
in a negative or negative environment (aggressive pathogen) is having hazards of 
burnout despite personal resilience, whereas an individual having poor resilience 
(immunosuppressed) may be having hazards for burnout even in a positive environ-
ment. This concept may help in understanding the reason for not developing burnout 
with same challenges. Considering this resemblance, environment could be consid-
ered as the pathogen for burnout. However, working as well as home environment is 
helpful in building our resilience, similar to the preparedness of immune system by 
vaccine against different diseases. A positive-working environment can have features 
like opportunities for personal growth, meaningful work, recognition from lead-
ers, psychological safety, supportive colleagues, and adaptability. Personal physical, 
social, mental health, and positive interactions are other factors outside work envi-
ronment that build resilience.

Thus, there are multiple factors taking part in the interactions contributing to 
developing burnout, it can be categories in two broad headings: institutional factors 
and individual (or personal) factors.

Institutional factors include the work environment, work culture, work schedule, 
growth opportunities, participation in decision making and peer support. Individual 
factors include self-care, work-life balance, and supportive relationships. Absence of 
these factors is predisposing factor for burnout.

5. Strategies to prevent and manage burnout

Burnout among healthcare workers (HCWs) is a complex issue with no clear 
solution despite nearly a decade’s efforts. This necessitates the expansion of the Triple 
Aim approach of improving health system performance (health of populations, the 
experience of health care, and reducing per capita costs of health care) to a Quadruple 
Aim by adding the aim of improving the work lives of HCWs and their experience of 
providing health care [26–28]. Given the history of well-being in medicine, the initial 
steps leaned heavily on the individual. As workplace culture and environment affect 
burnout, individual-focused interventions alone cannot sufficiently address the issue. 
Although well-intentioned, individual-focused interventions can hurt physician 
well-being efforts by promoting quick fixes rather than long-term solutions. Ignoring 
organizational contributors and potential interventions could percolate the message 
that individuals face burnout due to poor resilience and strength. Such messages can 
complicate the underlying problem by making individuals feel unsupported by their 
organization and losing trust in leadership. In medical school, we were taught that 
“where there is pus, must be evacuated” even though bandaging is easier and faster 
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than draining the pus, bandaging can make things worse. Likewise, we must fix the 
system to prevent future burnout and help those who are suffering currently.

Moreover, because of the various etiology of burnout, it is essential to under-
stand each factor before selecting any specific intervention to avoid its futility. 
Organizational interventions alone will not be able to address burnout among a 
significant population of HCWs; an added personal intervention would enhance the 
effectiveness of organizational efforts. A growing body of evidence confirmed the 
efficacy of organizational interventions targeting the work environment and inter-
ventions targeting individuals in managing burnout [29–31].

6. Organizational interventions

Organizational interventions focus primarily on making systematic changes to the 
work environment, including demands and resources, duty schedules, and interac-
tions with leaders and colleagues.

a. Work environment intervention: High demands on HCWs is a primary con-
tributing factor to increased burnout. The 24/7 nature of professional duties 
affecting personal and family life, the complexity of patients’ medical and social 
needs, increased medical documentation requirements, financial constraints, 
and lack of administrative support for clerical tasks are adding to the daily 
demand. Burnout has also been linked to the number of working hours, the 
number of night duty, longer duration shifts, and consecutive working days.

 Interventions like adding medical assistants, offloading clerical tasks, reducing 
patient–nurse ratios, and improving workload by streamlining workflow or 
adding clinical support are the most common strategies for burnout reduction, 
particularly for physicians [32]. Studies have shown improvement in burnout by 
reducing resident duty hours, physician hours in intensive care units, and teach-
ing rotations [19, 31]. These approaches resonate with the excessive workload as 
a contributor to burnout. HCW burnout is not simply because of the increased 
workload. It also occurs when high demands are not in concurrence with 
resources and organizational support. Leaders can use this knowledge to reduce 
burnout by balancing new needs with allocated resources.

b. Improving HCW voice: Feeling these highly trained professionals as cogwheels 
rather than partners can result in decreased engagement and increased burnout 
[33, 34]. Intentionally involving HCWs in decision-making and problem-solving 
is an essential strategy for their empowerment. So, engaging HCWs in decisions 
making at their working place and according to a degree of autonomy to their 
schedule can help in reducing burnout.

c. Staff support: The patient experiencing a medical error is the primary victim, 
and the HCW involved in the error is described as the second victim [35]. 
Leadership support plays an important role when a medical error or an unex-
pected bad outcome has led to a “second victim [36, 37].” Along with guilt, shame, 
moral distress, professional incompetency, burnout, and in some cases, posttrau-
matic stress disorder, “second victims” would also fear punitive action or leave the 
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profession altogether [35–37]. Organization support can lead to significantly less 
emotional exhaustion and better safety culture among these HCWs [37].

d. Interactions with colleagues: Improving teamwork can profoundly affect HCW 
interactions with colleagues and their overall work environment. A study among 
almost 8000 HCWs demonstrated that HCWs routinely exposed to rudeness in 
their workplace had significantly higher levels of exhaustion emotionally and 
depression than those not exposed [38].

7. Individual interventions

Evidence-based individual interventions include mindfulness, stress management, 
communication skills training, exercise programs, self-care efforts, and participation 
in small-group programs that promote connectedness and meaning.

a. Mindfulness and stress management: The human brain has a hard-wired 
“negativity bias” in which negative stimuli capture and hold much more atten-
tion than positive ones [39]. Barbara Fredrickson, an expert in this field, states, 
“The negative screams whereas the positive just whispers39.” Therefore, it is 
essential to deliberately increase positive emotions to counteract the flood of 
negative emotions accompanying burnout. Psychologic techniques, gratitude, 
giving to others, and mindful meditation are helpful to combat burnout by 
retraining positive experiences and social connections [32, 40].

b. Self-care: Self-care practices like exercise, yoga, meditation, and adequate sleep 
are effective in enhancing well-being and reducing burnout, but it all depends on 
whether these practices are carefully developed over a long period or attempted 
only during a crisis [32]. In other words, you cannot learn to swim at the time of 
drowning. So, these practices are more helpful in preventing burnout.

c. Strengthening social relationships: Social relationships are vital in improving 
cardiovascular health and immune function and reducing rates of anxiety and 
depression [41].

8. A framework for improving well-being in HCWS

8.1 Preventive measures and proactive interventions

The perception of the general population toward healthcare workers needs to be 
changed. HCWs are also to be recognized as human beings. The human body is full of 
complexity and each individual is different. Complications are inevitable and these 
are byproducts of any procedure and medical intervention. Public awareness by judi-
cious use of different electronic and print media is a need of the hour.

8.2 Work culture

Work culture is directly or indirectly a significant factor for generating stress 
and burnout among health care workers. This is not only related to the type of 
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work but also equally important is the type of work culture. A conducive environ-
ment and positive work culture can be an important stress buster. Work culture 
is not God-gifted, it is created by effective leadership and team efforts by each 
one in a positive direction. Good work culture is not just a stress buster but also 
magnify productivity and decrease complication in patient care. A work culture of 
trust, transparency, respect, and openness is always helpful to reduce stress among 
healthcare workers.

8.3  The synergic approach between health worker strategies and patient safety 
policies

• Development of linkages between various quality improvement programs related 
to health workers’ safety as well as patient safety [42, 43].

• Education and training programs for health workers should be organized to 
inculcate skills related to personal as well as patient safety.

• Incorporate health worker and patient safety requirements in Health care 
licensing and accreditation standards.

• Integration of various metrics of patient safety, health worker safety, and quality 
care indicators, with the health information system.

8.4  Implementation of national programs for occupational health and safety of 
health workers

• Design and proper implementation of national programs for occupational health 
pertaining to health workers in congruence with various national occupational 
health and safety policies.

• To ensure protection of health and safety of all health workers, national 
regulations and laws for occupational health and safety are to be reviewed and 
updated.

• A designated authority can be appointed to ensure the occupational health and 
safety of health workers.

• Intersectoral collaboration need to be strengthened for health worker and patient 
safety, with appropriate representation from worker and management, including 
gender, diversity, and all occupational groups.

8.5 Stringing lawful measures to prevent violence against health care workers

• Adoption and implementation of prevailing national law, important policies, and 
mechanisms to prevent and eliminate violence in the health sector that is serving 
humanity.

• Zero tolerance toward violence against health care workers.

• Periodic review and amendments of labor laws and relevant legislation.
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• Monitoring and strict supervision to ensure effective implementation of a law to 
prevent violence and protect health workers.

• Implement helplines to enable free and confidential reporting and support for 
any health worker facing violence.

8.6 Set priority for the Mental health of HCW

• Transparent policy to ensure the appropriate and fair duration of deployments, 
working hours, rest breaks, and minimizing the administrative burden on health 
workers.

• Define and maintain appropriate minimum staffing levels within health care 
facilities. The minimum number should be prepared to keep in mind rotational 
duties.

• An insurance should be covered for work-related risks. Indemnity insurance to 
support and compensated professional and personal losses [44].

• Inculcate a healthy, ethics-based working culture through extended communi-
cation, including legal and administrative protection from punitive action for 
reporting adverse and therapeutic misadventures.

• Provide access and opportunities to mental well-being and social support 
services for health care workers through the process of socialization and 
necessary support.

8.7 Protection from physical and biological hazards

• Vaccination of all health workers should be undertaken for all vaccine-preventable 
infections in accordance with the national immunization policy.

• In emergency or pandemic situations, health workers to newly licensed and 
available vaccines should be prioritized

• Provide adequate protective equipment to prevent health workers from all types 
of injuries and exposures;

• Strict implementation of minimum patient safety guidelines, infection preven-
tion, and control practices, universal precautions, and adherence to occupational 
safety standards in all health care facilities and health systems.

• Efficient health care systems are not sustainable without HCW’s well-being. So, 
pressurizing HCWs to do more with fewer resources needs to be stopped as this 
can lead to moral injury when they feel that patient care is compromised [45]

• Physicians know well their stressors in the working environment that threaten 
well-being yet often feel helpless in suggesting improvisation [46, 47]
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• Ensure availability of good quality personal protective equipment (PPE) keeping 
in mind the roles and tasks performed by HCWs.

• PPE shall be in adequate quantity and appropriate fit and of acceptable quality.

• Provide and ensure environmental services such as safe water, sanitation, proper 
hygiene, disinfection, and adequate ventilation at all healthcare facilities.
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Anomaly in Frontline COVID-19  
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Underlying Mechanisms
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Abstract

COVID-19 is a highly contagious viral illness that has claimed millions of lives 
worldwide. Since its emergence, it has exerted a negative impact on many sectors 
globally without the exception of frontline COVID-19 healthcare providers. Specifically, 
in frontline COVID-19 healthcare workers, occupational stress-related sleep disorders 
such as insomnia and daytime somnolence have been extensively reported and were 
characterized by neuro-immunological changes. However, the possible mechanisms 
that underlie the sleep disorders have not been elucidated. The review was designed to 
highlight possible sleep mechanisms responsible for insomnia and daytime somnolence 
reported in frontline COVID-19 health workers. Available evidence shows that emo-
tional perturbation, hypertension, chronobiological disruption and prolonged exposure 
to artificial light are among the events orchestrating occupational-stress-related sleep 
disorders in frontline COVID-19 healthcare workers. Anxiety-associated sleep anomaly 
is attributable to stimulation of the reticular activating system which occurs as a result 
of activation of noradrenergic fiber and sympatho-adrenal axis. Another mechanism 
includes depletion of hippocampal and brain glycogen by anxiety-induced activation 
of corticotropin releasing hormone (CRH)-secreting brain neurons and hypothalamic-
corticotropic-adrenal cortex axis. Spontaneous discharge of noradrenergic fiber during 
basal state and changes in normal secretory rhythm of hypnosis-related chemical mes-
sengers may be responsible for hypertension- and chronobiological disruption-induced 
sleep disorders, respectively. Lastly, prolonged light exposure-induced suppression of 
melatonin secretion may elicit disruption of normal circadian sleep.

Keywords: COVID-19, occupational stress, sleep disorders, insomnia, daytime 
somnolence

1. Introduction

Stress can be defined as any sensation that indicates physical, psychological, 
or physical-psychological discomforts [1–3]. Climaxing stress is the sensation of 
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discomfort and the sensations may be described as unimodal when one major sensa-
tion of discomfort is involved [2]. Psychological sensations of discomfort may be 
characterized by emotional and behavioral swings [1]. When there is more than one 
strain sensation, stress is said to be polymodal. Examples of such are fluctuations 
in vital signs, body functions, and physical states manifesting as digestive disorders 
(diarrhea, vomiting, and nausea), headache, hyperthermia, palpitations, muscle 
fatigue, aches, and reduced libido [2] among others. Gravitational stress can cause 
dizziness, pedal pain, muscle fatigue, anger, and sleep deprivation. It is important to 
add that stress occurs when there is a deviation from what the body has perceived as 
normal or homeostatic. In fact, it is typically characterized by a non-specific response 
to any deviation from the homeostatic state.

Any strain sensations occurring either physically, psychological, or both in relation 
to one’s job or profession is referred to as occupational stress [3]. Occupational stress is 
a type of stress that occurs when employees are overwhelmed by the dictates of their 
jobs or by institutional, organizational, and personal targets. Usually, the stress ensues 
when demands, expectations, and projections are incapable of being met at the set time. 
Switching from one job to another and exposure to long working periods are heavily 
implicated in occupational stress. Occupational stress also bouts where and when employ-
ees feel inadequately rewarded, appraised, and motivated [3]. During occupational stress, 
hemodynamic changes occur such that blood is diverted more to the central nervous 
system and some skeletal muscles at the expense of other body systems. This invariably 
results in cerebral vascular changes, and headache, among others culminating in increased 
sleep latency and delay in sleep onset. It is not unusual that the hypothalamo-hypoph-
yseal-adrenal axis is activated leading to the release of cortisol. The sympatho-adrenal 
axis, the rapid response mechanism, is unarguably largely perturbed during occupational 
stress, manifesting as an increase in epinephrine, norepinephrine, and dopamine levels 
[4]. Non-hormonal consequences of sympatho-adrenal activation include increases in 
heart rate, respiratory rate and blood pressure, blood glucose, blood urea nitrogen, urine 
specific gravity, changes in heart rhythms, skin conductance, and sleep disturbances. 
Others include changes in brain activities and mood swings. Long-term exposure to 
occupational stress results in musculoskeletal impairments and cardiovascular adversi-
ties. Apart from musculoskeletal and cardiovascular impairments, occupational stress 
has a connection with posttraumatic stress syndrome, anxiety, depression, drug misuse, 
and insomnia [5]. Occupational stress is one of the underlying causes of morbidity and 
mortality [2], responsible for around 10% of job-induced ailments and diseases [6].

Sleep disruption, as one of the features of occupational stress, can be described 
as an impediment to normal sleep pattern. It has been implicated in occupational 
stress-induced injuries, accidents, and diseases [5, 6]. COVID-19 (severe acute 
respiratory syndrome-2) is a transmissible disease of the viral clan that belongs to the 
Coronaviridae family [7–10]. It is caused by a new coronavirus strain that was discov-
ered in 2019 in Wuhan, China. COVID-19 has affected millions of people worldwide 
[7–9]. It has claimed many lives globally [7–10]. The disease is contagious and can 
be contracted through respiratory droplets, contact, and interface with COVID-19 
contaminated surfaces [11, 12]. Currently, there is no specific cure but COVID-19 
patients benefit from secondary treatments though vaccines are now available to 
induce an active artificial immune defense [12].

COVID-19 outbreak created huge pressure on frontline health workers owing 
to many reasons [12, 13]. First, the novelty of the disease elicited an unprecedented 
increase in the number of healthcare seekers from the usual counts. Since there was 
no specific forewarning and preparation across the globe in terms of boosting the 
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capacity of healthcare providers, hospital facilities, diagnostic and management 
sectors, the whole tension mounted on healthcare personnel. In fact, there was a 
subjective increase in expectation of health seekers and the general public from the 
healthcare providers. Another important concern was the contagiousness of the 
disease. All of these culminated significantly in mounting tension on healthcare pro-
viders resulting in adverse health consequences including alteration in their normal 
sleep pattern. Many primary studies have been done to examine the sleep pattern of 
healthcare providers during COVID-19. The review was designed to highlight the 
possible mechanisms that underlie occupational stress-related sleep impairment in 
frontline healthcare workers during COVID-19 outbreak.

2. Methodology

A narrative literature search was done using Web-based databases like Google 
Scholar, Pubmed, Scopus, and Web of Science. The search was done using several 
terms and text words such as occupational stress, COVID-19, sleep, sleep disorders 
relating to occupational stress, sleep mechanisms and stress. Inclusion and exclusion 
criteria were set to filter relevant articles. Articles that were not directly related with 
the topic are excluded. Each of the filtered articles was independently examined to 
ascertain the eligibility to the study.

3. Structure of human stress control

Although stress response is not specific, there are distinct neural and non-neural 
mechanisms that are in charge. These can be divided into intrinsic and extrinsic stress 
controls with the latter modulated by the former.

4. Intrinsic stress control

The intrinsic stress control includes brainstem, hypothalamus, noradrenergic neu-
rons, histaminergic neurons, orexinergic neurons, opioid peptide-secreting neurons, 
serotonergic neurons, corticotropin releasing hormone (CRH)—secreting neurons, 
cholinergic neurons and dopaminergic neurons of the brain [14, 15].

Dopaminergic pathways including the mesolimbic and tuberoinfundibular 
dopamine pathway are influenced by stress. Signal from tuberoinfundibular dopa-
mine pathway is widely known to cause inhibition of prolactin secretion. This is 
mediated through the interaction of dopamine with the D2 receptor on the surface of 
lactotrophs via decreased cyclic adenosine monophosphate. The absence of dopamine 
removes inhibition on prolactin secretion.

Conversely, increased prolactin secretion occasioned by stress represents a 
response to an increase in metabolic demand and hypoglycemia [16]. Although the 
specific contribution of prolactin during stress is not well understood, the hormone 
may increase blood glucose. It may also act on the brain and elicits a euphoric state, 
thereby helping relieve stress [17]. Despite insufficiency of evidence from human 
studies, a study has shown that prolactin may increase erythrocyte count in mice [18]. 
An increase in erythrocytes during stress is an important compensatory mechanism 
as it leads to an improvement in tissue oxygen supply.
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Ghrelin level has been reported to increase during stress [19]. Ghrelin acts on the 
hypothalamus to induce secretion of growth hormone releasing hormone (GHRH) 
and inhibit growth hormone inhibiting hormone (somatostatin). GHRH in turn 
binds with its receptors on somatotroph causing growth hormone secretion. Growth 
hormone mobilizes free fatty acid and reduces peripheral tissue utilization of glucose. 
These actions help in maintaining blood glucose for ATP production. Another hor-
mone elicited by stress is glucagon. Like growth hormone, glucagon helps in main-
taining blood glucose levels.

Other intrinsic stress controls include increased levels of prostaglandins E2 [20], 
arginine vasopressin, heat shock proteins, interleukins-6, 10, and 19 [21] and adrenal 
progesterone [22]. Increased level of adrenal progesterone during stress might help in 
improving blood flow since progesterone is a vasodilator. However, it is unlikely the 
increased adrenal progesterone affects extracellular progesterone significantly under 
physiological conditions especially during active reproductive life. Like progesterone, 
adenosine is another chemical messenger that has been reported to increase during 
stressful situations [23].

The outcomes of stimulation of intrinsic stress control include modulation of 
stress which can manifest as increase in mood, stress-alleviating behavioral changes 
(like swaying or sitting down after prolonged standing), alterations in consciousness 
and sensory perception, change in blood flow, and maintenance of energy production 
among others.

5. Extrinsic stress control

The extrinsic component consists of autonomic-adrenal medulla axis, which 
connects the spinal cord and lower brain areas to peripheral organs through adrenal 
medulla. Epinephrine and norepinephrine secreted from the medium exert their 
effect on peripheral organs by binding with adrenergic receptors [4] and the effects 
are discussed in Table 1.

Another part of the extrinsic neural stress control is the hypothalamic-corticotro-
pin-adrenal cortex axis. The parvocellular neurosecretory cells of the paraventricular 
nucleus of the anterior hypothalamus communicate via arginine vasopressin with 
the corticotroph of adenohypophysis to form a central unit [15, 24]. Unlike the 
autonomic-adrenal medulla axis, the axis connects the control area with the periph-
eral organs through the adrenal cortex. Glucocorticoid and dehydroepiandrosterone 
sulfate (DHEAS) released from the adrenal cortex bind with their expressed receptors 
in the peripheral organs.

6. History of COVID-19

It was on record that animal respiratory infections linked to the coronavirus 
group had occurred precisely in chickens earlier in the 1920’s, with a mortality rate of 
40–90% [25]. The virus, identified as infectious bronchitis virus, was then cultivated 
in 1937 as Beaudette strain. Two other viruses of the coronavirus group responsible 
for murine encephalitis and mouse hepatitis virus were detected in the later part of 
1940 [26]. However, scientists did not realize that these three viruses had similarities 
[26, 27]. In the course of research activities on common cold, a group of Scientists 
namely David Tyrrell, C. Kendall and Malcolm Bynoe, and David Tyrrell in 1961 
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isolated a distinct virus and was designated as B814 [28, 29]. Unfortunately, the virus 
could not be cultivated using the same methods which were used for adenoviruses, 
rhinoviruses, and many more. It was not until 1965 that the new virus was grown 
courtesy of a technique that involves serial passage through human embryonic trachea 
organ culture [30]. It was observed that inoculation of the novel virus into volunteers 
through the intranasal route resulted in cold. However, inactivation of the virus 
occurs in the presence of ether showing the virus exhibits lipid envelope. Thereafter, 
the isolate was grown in kidney tissue culture and designated as 229E [31]. 229E was 
capable of being inactivated just like B814 by ether [32]. In 1967, Scientists were able 
to compare 229E, B814, and infectious bronchitis virus and with the aid of an electron 
microscope, they were found to be related [26]. Specifically, they were observed to 
exhibit a crown-like presentation [33]. Therefore, the word ‘corona’ is a Greek mean-
ing ‘crown or wreath’ in English and was formulated to describe the signatory appear-
ance of a group of viruses [34]. OC43 was another novel respiratory virus with similar 
morphology as infectious bronchitis virus, 229E, and EB814. Exclusive investigations 
on these strains dated over 20 years after the discovery and it was shown that while 
the latter demonstrated a tendency of orchestrating epidemic in the entire United 
States, the former was more associated with local outbreak. It was later clear that 
apart from these strains, other respiratory viruses exist.

Over the years, many other strains have been discovered. For instance, in 2003, 
a human coronavirus named severe acute respiratory syndrome-coronavirus 
(SARCOV-1) was identified. This virus infects pulmonary epithelial cells [35] in 
bats, palm civets and humans [36, 37] using angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 
(ACE2) [38]. Human Coronavirus NL63, another positive sense single-stranded 
enveloped RNA which invades the host cell through ACE2 was also detected in 2013. 
Human coronavirus HKU1 was detected in 2004 in Hongkong using N-acetyl-9-O-
acetylneuraminic acid receptor [39]. In 2013, Middle East coronavirus (MERS-COV) 
was discovered [10]. This virus was found to infect bats, humans, and camels by 
binding to Dipeptidyl peptidase 4 (DPP4) receptors. In 2019, severe acute respiratory 
syndrome-coronavirus-2 was discovered in Wuhan, China [40].

Coronaviruses are responsible for 15% of common cold [41]. Other features signi-
fying coronavirus infection are swollen adenoids, pneumonia, sore throat, bronchitis, 
fever, and many more [42]. Human coronavirus OC43, human coronavirus HKU1, 
human coronavirus 229E, and human coronavirus NL63 produce mild symptoms 
while Middle East respiratory syndrome-coronavirus, severe acute respiratory syn-
drome-1 coronavirus, and severe acute respiratory syndrome-2 coronavirus produce 
potentially severe problems [11].

7.  Effect of occupation stress on sleep pattern IN frontline health workers 
during COVID-19 outbreak

A number of studies indicated the effects of occupational stress on sleep patterns 
in frontline healthcare providers during COVID-19. For instance, Hassinger et al. 
[13] reported that 68% of frontline healthcare workers exhibited aberration in their 
normal sleep patterns such as insomnia and daytime somnolence during COVID-
19 outbreak with physicians being more affected than nurses. A total of 43% had 
increased daytime somnolence and 37 experienced a reduction in sleep efficiency. 
An increase in daytime sleepiness occurs when normal circadian nocturnal sleep is 
insufficient.
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Jahrami et al. [43] conducted a systematic review in 13 countries with the aim of 
evaluating how COVID-19 pandemic had affected the sleep of the general popula-
tion including frontline healthcare providers in the previous eight-month from July 
2020. Although the review showed that the rate of sleep problems such as insomnia 
was 36%, there was no specific information about the prevalence of the abnormality 
across frontline healthcare workers. Sanghera et al. [44] concluded that insomnia was 
one of the negative impacts of SARS-CoV-2, with a prevalence range of 7.4–37.4%. 
Marvaldi et al. [45] in their systematic review identified sleep disorders as one of the 
prevalent health problems among frontline health workers accounting for 44.0%. 
However, the nature of sleep disorder was not too clear. In China, Jing et al. [46] 
assessed sleep disorders among 801 frontline healthcare workers using the Pittsburgh 
Sleep Quality Index, Visual Analogue Scale, and Athens Insomnia Scale. Frontline 
healthcare workers were shown to have a greater Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index when 
compared with non-frontline workers.

Conroy et al. [47] utilized internet-based cross-sectional survey data retrieved 
from frontline healthcare personnel over a period of 1 month in the United States 
of America. There was a reduction in total sleep time in workers who reported to 
work continuously when compared with workers who work from home. According 
to the trend of the study, it was much more possible for the sleeping length of 
personnel who worked from home as a circadian rhythm to be entrained. In France, 
Germany, United Kingdom, USA, Italy, and Spain, Kim et al. [48] conducted an 
internet-based survey among frontline healthcare workers to identify the asso-
ciation between sleep pattern and COVID-19 susceptibility. The study was for 2 
months and a total of 2884 frontline healthcare workers drawn from the countries 
were used. It was reported that the more sleep disorders such as insomnia, the 
more the risk of COVID-19. In Bahrain, Jahrami et al. [49] investigated the quality 
of sleep of frontline personnel during COVID-19 outbreak using 280 healthcare 
personnel through internet-based Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index. While 75% of 
frontline health personnel and 76% of non-frontline health personnel claimed that 
they did not sleep well, respectively. In India, Gupta et al. [50] assessed the impact 
of COVID-19 pandemic on sleep quality among healthcare personnel and noted 
that 31.5% of the healthcare workers experienced poor sleep quality. In frontline 
healthcare workers, Rossi et al. [51] conducted an internet-based cross-sectional 
investigation through web-based questionnaires and reported that 8.27% of respon-
dents experienced insomnia. Wang et al. [52] investigated the effect of COVID-19 
on sleep quality of healthcare personnel in Wuhan Pediatric healthcare center using 
a self-reported questionnaire. The questionnaire contained the Pittsburgh Sleep 
Quality Index and the result indicated that 38% of the respondents experienced 
sleep disturbance. Shaukat et al. [53] noted in their review that frontline healthcare 
personnel were at risk of COVID-19-induced insomnia. Zeng et al. [54] reported 
in their review that the prevalence of abnormal sleep patterns was 61% in nursing 
staff. Among the sleep patterns taken into consideration include daytime dysfunc-
tion, sleep latency, and sleep duration. Stewart et al. [55] evaluated the sleep 
pattern in USA frontline health professionals during COVID-19 outbreak using 
online platforms such as Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter. The result indicated 
that 95.5% of respondents reported sleep abnormalities. Thirty percent indicated 
moderate or severe insomnia and 60.9% experienced sleep disruptions attributable 
to device utilization. In a systematic review by Salari et al. [56] the prevalence of 
sleep abnormalities in frontline physicians and nurses during COVID-19 pandemic 
was found to be 41.6 and 34.8%, respectively. In Western China, Yue et al. [57] in 
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their cross-sectional investigation discovered via self-administered questionnaire 
that out of 543 respondents who were frontline medical staff, nearly 40% claim to 
experience insomnia.

8.  Neuro-immunologic effects of COVID-19 induced sleep disruption IN 
frontline health workers

Quality of sleep is an important determinant of a person’s physical and psychologi-
cal well-being, including the capacity of a person to respond to environmental 
challenges such as those posed by microbes and toxins [58]. Virtually all the body’s 
physiological systems are affected by the daily and seasonal changes in the timing, 
intensity, and spectral frequency composition of environmental light known as 
circadian rhythm [59]. The suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) is the brain’s sensor of 
light-dark cycles and, therefore, a regulator of circadian rhythm. Light sensed by the 
SCN modulates sympathetic activity and release of the sleep-promoting hormone 
melatonin, which, in turn, modulates the production, and release of the hypotha-
lamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis hormones CRH, ACTH, and cortisol [60]. Some 
viruses, including the SARS-Cov2 variants, appear to suppress pineal gland produc-
tion of melatonin which, in turn, disinhibits neutrophil activity thereby contributing 
to a pro-inflammatory “cytokine storm,” thought to be the main source of inflam-
mation and Covid-related tissue damage in Covid19 [61]. Melatonin suppression, 
in turn, down-regulates expression of Bmal1, the body’s “molecular timekeeper,” 
known to generate circadian rhythms. Down-regulation of Bmal1 pyruvate dehydro-
genase complex and conversion of pyruvate to acetyl-coenzyme A (acetyl-CoA) and 
ATP production by mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation shifts the redox balance 
toward glycolysis as the main source of ATP for immune cells [62]. This inhibition 
of mitochondrial ATP production and shift toward cytosolic ATP production by 
glycolysis in granulocytes, dendritic cells, macrophages, and other immune cells is 
known to maintain a high level of immunological reactivity, thereby contributing to 
a strong inflammatory response and immune-related tissue damage in a wide variety 
of body organs [63] and cause sleep disruption. One of the more interesting aspects 
of Covid19 is the heightened anxiety and emotional responses associated with 
the changes in psychosocial interactions imposed by the Covid19 pandemic. Such 
emotional imbalances, therefore, have similar effects on the HPA axis and melatonin 
as exposure to the virus, thereby creating a potential to augment and exacerbate the 
effects of Covid19 [64].

Another interesting aspect is that geriatric age appears to be a risk factor for the 
more serious, lethal manifestations of Covid19 [65]. It has been shown that sleep 
architecture changes with age. Deep sleep, characterized by the appearance of delta-
waves in the electroencephalogram (EEG) decreases in the elderly [66]. Delta-wave 
sleep is also known as slow-wave sleep. Because the dura mater appears to be the only 
source of lymphatics for the brain, the brain parenchyma has evolved a lymphatic 
system of neuroglia referred to as the “glymphatic” clearance system to rid the brain 
of toxic metabolites. Glymphatic clearance is shown to occur mainly during slow-wave 
sleep [67]. In addition to metabolite clearance, slow-wave sleep has numerous other 
functions including learning and memory consolidation [68, 69]. Slow-wave EEG 
activity is also associated with blood-brain barrier opening which facilitates clear-
ance of macromolecules from the brain parenchyma [70]. During the slow-wave EEG 
activity associated with sleep, the chemosensory functions of microglia, subserved by 
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purinergic receptors, are directed toward binding the ATP and adenosine released by 
degenerating neurons [71, 72]. This phagocytic activity of microglia appears to be criti-
cal for pruning synapses during cortical maturation and memory formation or pres-
ervation [73]. During slow-wave sleep, brain levels of adenosine, the main metabolite 
of ATP, and TNF-alpha, a primary pro-inflammatory mediator of immunity, appear to 
increase; whereas the brain’s acetylcholine and monoamines (norepinephrine, dopa-
mine, and serotonin) decrease. Adenosine and TNF receptor signaling are known to 
disrupt the blood-brain barrier [74, 75]. Taken together, these findings are consistent 
with the concept that slow-wave sleep serves mainly a metabolic waste-clearance, 
restorative function for the brain. Still another interesting aspect of Covid19 patho-
physiology is the “brain fog” and cognitive decline, often associated with elevation of 
pro-inflammatory serum markers such as TNF-alpha, which a significant proportion 
of individuals appear to experience for months to years after recovery from the acute 
manifestations of Covid infection [76]. These findings concerning neuro-immuno-
logical interactions do not bode well for the long-term consequences and health care 
manpower shortage when frontline health care workers contract Covid19.

9.  Occupational stress-related sleep disorders in frontline healthworkers 
during COVID-19 pandemic: Roles of emotional perturbations

Studies provide evidence that COVID-19 caused emotional perturbation in front-
line healthcare workers. Serrano-Ripoll et al. [77] in a systematic review noted that 
the prevalence of anxiety in frontline healthcare workers during COVID-19 pandemic 
stood at 30%. Mrklas et al. [78] conducted a six-week cross-sectional investigation 
to ascertain the prevalence of anxiety and depression in frontline healthcare workers 
during COVID-19 pandemic. They found that the prevalence of anxiety and depres-
sion was 47 and 46%, respectively. Using a structured internet-based questionnaire 
method, Ghio et al. [79] documented that there was a rise in the quanta of depres-
sion and anxiety with values of 62 and 61%, respectively in frontline health workers 
during COVID-19. Saragih et al. [80] indicated that the prevalence of depression and 
anxiety in Doctors and Nurses stood at 40 and 37%, respectively during COVID-19 
pandemic. In a review by Sofia et al. [81] about 23.2 and 22.8% of healthcare profes-
sionals who faced COVID-19 patients experienced anxiety and depression in India, 
respectively. Ching et al. [82] showed in their review that 37.5 and 39.7% of healthcare 
workers suffered from depression and anxiety, respectively during COVID-19 pan-
demic in Asia. Health Professionals managing COVID-19 were studied by Magnavita 
et al. [83]. The result of the study showed that 27.8% of the respondents experienced 
anxiety and 51.1% had depression in Italy.

Emotional arousal induced sleep disorders may be mediated through increased 
sympathetic activation [84]. In the rat model, an increase in sympathetic nervous 
system index has been documented [85]. Activation of noradrenergic neurons and 
sympatho-adrenal axis by anxiety leads to increased secretion of epinephrine and 
norepinephrine, neurotransmitters which stimulate reticular activating system, 
and result in increased wakefulness. For many years, interruption of upper thoracic 
sympathetic ganglions has been reported to lead to elevated perspiration occurring 
in the arms and palms, blushing, and trembling [86]. Activation of the sympathetic 
nervous system results in increased expression of Cannabinoid type-1 (CB1) recep-
tors [87]. CB1 receptors are expressed in the brain where they modulate GABA 
release. Wilkinson et al. [88] showed an increase in muscle sympathetic activity and 
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plasma epinephrine in panic patients. Reduction in basal forebrain brain-derived 
neurotrophic factor (BDNF) and adenosine and a rise in nitric oxide in animal models 
have been linked with emotional disorder-related alteration in sleep pattern [89].

Apart from the involvement of brain derived neurotrophic factor, nitric oxide, 
adenosine, and sympathoadrenal axis, occupational stress-related sleep disorders in 
frontline health workers during COVID-19 pandemic may be due to elevation in gluco-
corticoid and corticotropin releasing hormone profile. CRH and cortisol are integrated 
through ACTH. ADH from parvocellular hypothalamic neuro-secretory cells induces 
the secretion of ACTH by binding V1bR of hypophyseal corticotroph. ACTH acts on its 
receptors on the adrenal cortex. A study by D’Angelo et al. [90] showed that there was 
marked disruption of sleep in Cushing Syndrome patients. However, the study found 
no correlation between urinary free cortisol and sleep impairment. In another develop-
ment, there is increasing evidence that occupational stress-induced sleep disorders 
may be characterized by changes in EEG. Holsboer et al. [91] investigated the electro-
encephalographic effects of exogenous corticotropin-releasing hormone (CRH) and 
reported a reduction in slow wave sleep and an increase in wakefulness. The possibility 
that sleep disorders associated with frontline health workers might be due to glucocor-
ticoid-induced changes in hippocampal glycogen is increasing. Gip et al. [92] reported 
that sleep-deprived rats, characterized by elevated glucocorticoid, exhibited decreased 
hippocampal glycogen and brain glycogen. Depression in hippocampal glycogen and 
brain glycogen has been linked with EEG waves [93]. Bradbury et al. [94] demonstrated 
the possible role of CRH and glucocorticoids on hypnotic EEG. Suppression of adrenal 
glucocorticoid secretion via adrenal gland removal led to decreased delta waves but 
alpha waves increased. While reversion occurs with physiological glucocorticoid treat-
ment, the quantity of non-rapid eye movement was depressed with extra-physiological 
glucocorticoid administration. Furthermore, administration of REM-prolonging 
peptide secreted by the intermediate lobe of the hypophysis known as corticotropin-
like intermediate lobe peptide raised the latency of sleep [95, 96]. Another way through 
which CRH may disrupt sleep is the inhibition of spontaneous reticular thalamic 
discharge implicated in synchronizing NREM waves (Figure 1). Injection of CRH has 
been reported to suppress NREM waves in C57BL/67 and CRH-R1 CL mice [97].

10.  Occupational stress-related sleep disorders IN frontline health workers 
during COVID-19 pandemic: roles of hypertension

Among the frontline healthcare workers recruited by Gupta et al. [98] 28.8% 
who had no history of hypertension were reported to be hypertensive during COVID 
outbreak. Gopal et al. [99] measured blood pressure among frontline male healthcare 
workers especially those whose body fat was 26.06. The study results showed that 
52.4% of these people exhibited stage I hypertension with a heart rate of 92.5 BPM.

Evidence abounds on how hypertension may impair normal hypnosis. In animal 
studies, spontaneous hypertensive rats were shown to exhibit fewer quiet sleeps and 
paradoxical sleep, very mild accumulated REM and NREM sleep, and more transition 
from quiet sleep to active waking when compared to Wistar rats [100]. They also have 
lower R-R interval, higher low frequency/high-frequency ratio, higher low frequency, 
and lower high frequency during REM sleep when compared with Wistar rats [100]. 
Norepinephrine and epinephrine are excitatory neurotransmitters in the cerebral 
cortex and the neurotransmitter mediates wakefulness, consciousness, and alertness. 
Increased concentration of norepinephrine in body fluid including cerebrospinal 
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fluid [101] could lead to sleep problems. Increased norepinephrine and serotonin in 
the brainstem and adrenal epinephrine and norepinephrine might be implicated in 
high blood pressure induced insomnia [102]. In adult spontaneous hypertensive rats, 
hypertension is mediated by selective stimulation of the intermediolateral area, locus 
coeruleus and peripheral sympathetic nerves [103]. Once these areas are activated, 
the ascending reticular activating fibers become active leading to increased awareness 
and impaired hypnosis. Noradrenergic fibers are one of the examples of ascending 
reticular activating fibers. Studies by Russell et al. [104] revealed noradrenergic 
neurons are activated while inhibitory dopaminergic neurons are suppressed in spon-
taneous hypertensive rats. Therefore, in hypertensive cases, spontaneous discharge of 
noradrenergic fibers during basal state may explain how hypertension causes insom-
nia in frontline COVID-19 healthcare workers.

11.  Occupational stress-related sleep disorders IN frontline health workers 
during COVID-19 pandemic: roles of chronobiological disruption

One of the important attributes of physiological processes is rhythmicity. 
Physiological processes occur in distinct patterns, reaching peak level (acrophase) at 

Figure 1. 
Connection between occupational stress-induced emotional perturbation (anxiety) and sleep disorders in 
frontline COVID-19 healthcare providers. Activation of noradrenergic neurons and sympatho-adrenal axis 
by anxiety leads to increased secretion of epinephrine and norepinephrine, neurotransmitters which stimulate 
reticular activating system, and result in increased wakefulness. Furthermore, Hypothalamo-hypophyseal-adrenal 
axis and CRH secreting brain neurons become activated by anxiety resulting into inhibition of spontaneous 
thalamic reticular discharge and lowered hippocampal and brain glycogen. This then culminate into decreased 
non rapid eye movement sleep and increased light sleep.
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a phase of 24 hour day and nadir (bathophase) during the other phase of 24 hour day. 
The periodic variation in physiological processes is known as chronobiology. Some 
processes are completed (reaching both acrophase and bathophase) in appropriately 
24 hours (circadian rhythms). Others require either less than 24 hours (ultradian 
rhythms) or greater than 24 hour (infradian rhythms) to be completed [105]. 
Interestingly, all internal biological rhythms are serviced by external rhythms which 
can range from environmental factors to physico-mental situations like occupational 
demand. Studies from shift workers are enormous in support of the deleterious 
impact of work schedules on sleep pattern and body temperature (circadian), hor-
mone secretions (ultradian and circadian), and reproductive cycle (infradian). Wan 
and Chung [106] showed that nurses on a rotatory schedule had a greater proportion 
of irregular ovarian cycle. In Sweden, midwives on irregular duty schedules showed 
reduced fecundity.

In Night shift workers, there was a change in the timing of LH surge [107–109]. 
Ning et al. [110] reported that oil workers on different work schedules exhibited sleep 
disorders and noted that cortisol level, Per3 gene, and rs680 loci of CLOCK influence 
sleep quality in these workers. Specifically, they discovered that CLOCK rs1801260 
locus bearing TC and CLOCK rs680524 bearing GC and CC exhibited lower sleep 
disorders. The change in sleep pattern reported by Ning et al. [110] and many other 
investigators are significant viewing from the perspectives of the human activity 
cycle. Human beings are diurnal, designed to be active in the daytime and passive 
at night, working during the daytime and resting in the nighttime. Prolongation of 
working period to nighttime due to need, incentive, or disease adversely affects sleep 
quantity and quality.

In people whose work schedules extend into night, the ascending reticular fibers 
continue to release excitatory neurotransmitters (norepinephrine, epinephrine, 
serotonin, acetylcholine, histamine, orexin among others). Under the influence of 
these hormones, it is very difficult for sleep to be induced. In addition, shift workers 
experience changes in normal secretory pattern and rhythm of hypnotic hormones 
including melatonin, leptin, Gamma Amino Butyric Acid (GABA) among others 
[111]. This, in part, explains the importance of sleep hygiene. Sleep hygiene is simply 
defined as a sleep-promoting lifestyle. One of these lifestyles is voluntary withdrawal 
from active engagements [107, 109, 112]. Prolongation of activity is not only com-
mon in workers. Students exhibit this habit before, during, and after examination or 
contest [107, 109]. Ghrelin and leptin are chemical messengers that strongly influence 
feeding patterns and sleep and their secretions follow circadian pattern. Ghrelin 
peaks in the daytime and falls in the nighttime while leptin rises during nighttime/
sleep and falls in daytime (usually in the absence of meal ingestion), respectively 
[113]. In people whose activities extend into night, nocturnal secretions of ghrelin 
and leptin rise and fall respectively. This results in hunger perception and night-
time eating which culminate in sleep and health problems. People who travel across 
latitude and shift workers exhibit a deranged sleep/wakefulness cycle [114, 115]. 
Other health issues that may co-exist with deranged sleep/wakefulness cycle include 
mood disorders, cardiovascular diseases, menstrual cycle anomaly, and breast cancer 
risk [116, 117].

In addition to leptin, disruption of secretory rhythm of Gamma Amino Butyric 
Acid (GABA) may be implicated in sleep abnormality [118]. A study by Junkermann 
et al. [119] supports the possibility that night work induced- alteration in progester-
one secretory rhythm may participate in sleep abnormality that characterizes front-
line COVID-19 health workers.
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12.  Occupational stress-related sleep disorders IN frontline health workers 
during COVID-19 pandemic: roles of prolonged exposure to artificial 
light

Work at night is practically impossible without light exposure. Sequel to the advent 
of light in 1860, exposure to anthropogenic light has been one of the major challenges in 
the modern world. Besides being an electromagnetic wave, ambient light is one of the 
most potent synchronizers of internal rhythms [120]. Shift in light/dark cycle by 6 hours 
orchestrated desynchronization that spanned for more than 6 days in rodents [116]. 
This indicates the tendency of light to shift circadian phase. In other studies, exposure 
to irregular lighting schedules have been claimed to cause prolongation of estrous cycle, 
lengthening of follicular phase, and an increase in estrous cycle ratio [121–124].

Furthermore, exposure to light is one of the underlying mechanisms of shift work 
induced sleep problems. Exposure to anthropogenic nocturnal light causes repres-
sion of Arylalkylamine N-acetyltransferase (ANAT), an enzyme that is responsible 
for melatonin secretion by the pineal gland. The absence of melatonin inhibits 
normal nocturnal sleep. Studies in both human and animal studies have extensively 
documented the adversities associated with light-induced suppression of melatonin 
[124]. Melatonin is known to interact with its MTI and MT2 receptors resulting in a 
decrease in cyclic adenosine monophosphate (CAMP). MTI is found in hypothalamic 
nuclei where it decreases neural discharge. Melatonin reduces the firing of ascending 
reticular fibers which project via hypothalamus to the cerebral cortex and thus inhibit 
consciousness and alertness while promoting sleep [123, 124]. This results in disrup-
tion of normal circadian sleep (Figure 2).

The hormonal consequences of light-induced melatonin suppression have been 
reported. Davis et al. [111] showed that health workers on night shift duty exhibit 
low levels of urinary sulfatoxymelatonin and since melatonin exerts regulatory 
influence on gonadotropins. The authors also found high urinary levels of FSH and 
LH in the same people. Increased prolactin level was recorded in women exposed 
to lengthened lighting period [125, 126]. In rat studies, exposure to constant light 
may modulate suprachiasmatic PER2 expression. PER2 is a member of the PERIOD 
protein. PERIOD is a circadian protein that combines with cryptochrome (CRP) to 
form a dimer which then acts in a negative loop to inhibit brain and muscle arnt like 
protein (BMAL) and circadian locomotor oscillator cycles of kaput (CLOCK), which 
positively promotes the production of PERIOD and Cryptochrome [115]. Blue light 
has been reported to exert the greatest suppressive effects on melatonin because blue 
light provides sufficient stimulus for the suppression of ANAT [117]. Light-related 
suppression in melatonin is due to a reduction in postganglionic noradrenergic neural 
discharge to the pineal gland.

13. Discussion

Sleep doubles as an important component of activity cycle and a restoration-
driven physiological state [107, 109, 127]. Inability to sleep or insufficiency of sleep 
in frontline health workers managing COVID patients is caused by and has been 
associated with a number of adverse consequences [83]. Anxiety either due to fear of 
infection or an increase in job demand, hypertension, chronobiological disruption, 
prolonged exposure to artificial light, and stress are important contributing factors 
to insomnia experienced by frontline COVID-19 health workers. Sleep disruption 
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in frontline health workers may present a number of ugly consequences including 
neurocognitive decline. This is due to a number of reasons. The dura mater appears to 
be involved in the clearance of brain toxins via a novel lymphatic system of neuroglia 
referred to as the “glymphatic” clearance system. Glymphatic clearance is shown to 
occur mainly during slow-wave sleep [67]. During slow-wave sleep, brain levels of 
adenosine, the main metabolite of ATP, and TNF-alpha, a primary pro-inflammatory 
mediator of immunity, appear to increase; whereas the brain’s acetylcholine and 
monoamines (norepinephrine, dopamine, and serotonin) decrease. Disruption of 
slow wave sleep experienced by frontline COVID-19 health workers makes it difficult 
to eliminate brain toxins and increases the risk of diseases including sleep disorders.

Anxiety in frontline COVID-19 health workers is another concern. Generally, anx-
iety is characterized by sympathetic activation. Increased expression of Cannabinoid 
type-1 (CB1) receptors owing to activation of the sympathetic nervous system has 
been documented [87]. CB1 receptors are expressed in the brain where they modulate 
GABA release culminating in sleep deprivation. Moreover, decline in basal forebrain 
brain derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) and adenosine and a rise in nitric oxide in 
animal models have been linked with emotional disorder-related alteration in sleep 
pattern [89]. Hippocampus, a birthplace of theta waves, plays an important role 
during sleep. Depletion of hippocampal glycogen and attendant alteration in EEG 
waves may atone for sleep disruption that characterizes COVID-19 frontline health 
workers [92]. CRH is released during stress and anxiety and this hormone has been 
shown to depress NREM waves in C57BL/67 and CRH-R1 CL mice [97]. Spontaneous 
reticular thalamic discharges, implicated in synchronizing NREM waves, are known 
to suppress cortical activation by peripheral stimuli. Disruption of sleep occasioned 
by Inhibition of spontaneous reticular thalamic discharge has been reported following 
CRH injection [94].

Spontaneous discharge of noradrenergic fibers during basal state may explain 
how hypertension causes insomnia in frontline COVID-19 healthcare workers [104]. 
Disruption of normal secretory rhythm of hormones and chemical messengers and 
presence of circadian genes such as CLOCK rs1801260 locus bearing TC and CLOCK 

Figure 2. 
Prolonged light exposure and sleep disorders in frontline health workers during COVID-19. Pineal melatonin 
becomes suppressed by prolonged exposure to light resulting into disruption of normal circadian sleep.
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rs680524 bearing GC and CC may contribute in substantive level to sleep disruption 
in frontline COVID-19 health workers. At least, studies have indicated an alteration 
in the circadian rhythm of leptin in people with sleep deprivation [113]. Changes in 
the normal secretory rhythm of Gamma Amino Butyric Acid (GABA) have also been 
implicated in sleep abnormality [118]. Like circadian disruption, prolonged exposure 
to ambient light may increase sleep latency. Light is known to suppress nocturnal 
melatonin synthesis making initiation of sleep difficult. Blue light has been shown 
to exert the greatest suppressive effect on melatonin secretion [117]. Light-related 
suppression in melatonin is due to a reduction in postganglionic noradrenergic neural 
discharge to the pineal gland. The ability of light to suppress melatonin secretion is 
known as the negative masking effect of light.

In summary, the review highlighted the possible mechanisms that underlie sleep 
anomaly that characterized frontline COVID-19 workers using existing information 
from experimental studies. Presence of CLOCK rs1801260 locus bearing TC and 
CLOCK rs680524 bearing GC and CC and stress-induced elevation of cannabinoid 
receptors, depletion of adenosine and forebrain derived neurotrophic factor, deple-
tion of hippocampal glycogen and a rise in nitric oxide suppress spontaneous thalamic 
discharges which are involved in sleep induction are possible underlying mechanisms.

14. Conclusion

COVID-19 emergence and the attendant waves of responses from frontline 
healthcare officers have been very remarkable. The review has highlighted the possible 
underlying mechanisms associated with occupational stress-induced sleep disorders 
in frontline healthcare providers managing COVID-19. It is very glaring from primary 
studies that COVID-19-induced occupational stress causes sleep disorders most 
especially insomnia in both male and female frontline healthcare workers which are 
connectable to a number of underlying factors including anxiety leading to neuro-
immunological changes. Anxiety-associated sleep anomaly is attributable to stimulation 
of the reticular activating system which occurs as a result of activation of noradrenergic 
fiber and sympatho-adrenal axis. Depletion of hippocampal and brain glycogen by 
anxiety-induced activation of corticotropin releasing hormone (CRH)-secreting brain 
neurons and hypothalamic-corticotropic-adrenal cortex axis are important implicat-
ing mechanisms. Spontaneous discharge of noradrenergic fiber during basal state and 
changes in the normal secretory rhythm of hypnosis-related chemical messengers may 
be responsible for hypertension- and chronobiological disruption-induced sleep disor-
ders respectively. Lastly, prolonged light exposure-induced suppression of melatonin 
secretion may elicit disruption of normal circadian sleep.
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Chapter 5

What Makes It Tip Over and 
How Can It Be Prevented?: 
Challenges in Psychosocial and 
Organisational Work Environment 
Faced by Perioperative Nurses, 
Anaesthesiologists and Nurse 
Assistants
Erebouni Arakelian

Abstract

Healthcare is facing new challenges today; accordingly, staffing and work 
 environment are important for healthcare to work smoothly. The limitations in the 
perioperative physical work environment, for employees to not have an impact, are 
unique. Thus, the psychosocial work environment becomes even more important, 
where colleagues and nurse managers, relational justice and organisational justice play 
an important role in staff ’s well-being and decision to leave or stay. Moreover, interest 
in those who train to work in perioperative settings is decreasing for various reasons. 
It is, therefore, important to make perioperative departments healthy and attractive 
workplaces, where the demands and control in one’s work are in balance, where support 
is offered by colleagues and managers as well as good salary, possibility for development 
in the profession and satisfactory work schedules with respect to recovery.

Keywords: perioperative, psychosocial, organisational, work environment, nurses, 
anaesthesiologists, work demands, healthy workplace

1. Introduction

Shortage of specialist nurses in perioperative settings has been a commonly discussed 
issue during the past years and is of larger significance today; furthermore, it affects qual-
ity of patient care [1], as planned surgeries may be cancelled [2, 3]. Perioperative settings 
or operating departments offer unique and demanding working conditions for periop-
erative nurses, that is, nurse anaesthetists, operating room nurses, nurse assistants, and 
anaesthesiologists, due to which some of them decide to leave [4]. The pressure to work 
quickly is high and stressful in perioperative settings due to high patient turnover [5].
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The decreasing interest in training to become specialist nurses in perioperative 
settings makes it even more urgent to address the issues in connection with the periop-
erative work environment. Studies show that colleagues and nurse managers, among 
others, are important in perioperative nurses’ decision to stay or leave [4]. Moreover, 
female gender, younger age and parents with children are reasons for burnout among 
anaesthesiologists [6]. Studies also show that when there is a peak in demand, employ-
ees need recovery the most. This chapter provides insights into the unique challenges 
in the work environment faced by the perioperative staff and how the perioperative 
environment can be a better workplace by just implementing some simple measures. 
This chapter comprises three main parts presenting: a) the uniqueness of perioperative 
work environment, b) psychosocial and organisational work environment and c) how 
the work environment can be improved by simple means. In the first part, the chapter 
explains the work of the perioperative nurses, including their education. Moreover, 
it describes the work environment of nurse assistants and anaesthesiologists. In the 
second part, insights are given into challenges in psychosocial and organisational work 
environments, the nurse managers’ role in perioperative nurses’ satisfaction with 
work, and how job demand-control affects work for professionals in perioperative 
settings. The final part describes measures that can be taken to make the psychosocial 
work environment better for the employees working in the perioperative context.

1.1 Methodology

To write each part of this chapter, a literature search was conducted in the  database 
PUBMED with different combinations of the following keywords: perioperative 
settings or departments, perioperative care, perioperative dialogue, work environ-
ment, air temperature in operating room, noise level in operating room, regulations, 
nurse anaesthetist, scrub nurse, operating room nurse, assistant nurse, formal 
education (Europe, Nordic and the USA), work tasks, professional responsibilities, 
role description, skills, non-technical skills, competences, person-centered care, 
anaesthesiologists, experience, burnout, work place incivility, work stress, work-life 
balance, psychological work environment, nurse turnover (global and perioperative), 
nurse shortage, leave one’s workplace, stay or remain at workplace, job satisfaction/
dissatisfaction, organisational justice, nurse managers, caritative leadership, carita-
tive caring, digitalization, job-demand-control- support model, organisational 
justice and relational justice. The inclusion criteria were articles about perioperative 
staff (nurses, nurse assistants, and anaesthesiologists) or nursing and perioperative 
environment. Research articles after year 2000 were used, with the exception of key 
references in specific areas, for example, in perioperative dialogue, where articles 
published before year 2000 were also included. In conclusion, this chapter reminds of 
an integrative review as research using multiple methodologies were utilised.

2.  Perioperative work environment and working conditions: why is it 
unique?

2.1 Perioperative settings and perioperative care

A perioperative setting refers to operating departments where multidisciplinary 
teams, comprising perioperative nurses, nurse assistants, anaesthesiologists, surgeons 
and surgical assistants work together. Perioperative nurses are specialist nurses, that 
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is, nurse anaesthetists (NA) and operating room nurses (OR nurses), who provide 
care to patients during the perioperative period: pre- (before), intra- (during) and 
post (after) operative phases of anaesthesia and surgery. Special training is required 
for those who work in perioperative settings, which varies in different countries [7].

2.2 The physical work environment

The physical work environment in operating departments and operating rooms is 
unique. These are special rooms requiring a clean environment, with the least number of 
microorganisms in the air; therefore, the airflow is regulated to minimise airborne micro-
organisms and to reduce the occurrence of infections. In other words, operating rooms are 
closed rooms, sometimes without windows; thus not always allowing access to daylight, 
where the air is exchanged 15–20 times per hour [8, 9], with an air temperature between 
20°C to 23°C and as low as 17°C [10]. This can result in operating rooms being experi-
enced as cold rooms for those working in them. As Golvani and Roos [11] described, 
access to daylight can lead to feelings of joy and a sense of time, whereas a lack thereof 
contributes to feelings of fatigue and stress among OR nurses. Moreover, perceived 
incompetence, lack of confidence, relational problems with regard to the surgeon, and 
team members’ disruptive behaviour were described as sources of stress for OR nurses.

Operating rooms are high-tech environments. There are several devices and 
apparatus in the environment, for example, a ventilator/respirator to help the anaes-
thetised patient breathe; equipment to monitor the patient’s vital parameters, such 
as blood pressure, heart rate and saturation; a device for blood suction; a tourniquet; 
a device to burn the micro blood vessels and control the blood loss and a device that 
keeps the patient warm by blowing hot air into a blanket that is placed on the patient. 
Each device has its own alarm system to give a warning when, for example, the vital 
signs are not in the normal range and when something is wrong with the device; they 
also make a noise when turned on for use. There are also computers used for docu-
mentation, x-ray devices and other apparatus needed for specific surgeries. Despite 
the World Health Organisation’s (WHO) recommendations regarding maximum noise 
levels at workplaces (including ORs) of 55 decibels (dB), operating rooms reach mean, 
median and maximum decibel levels of 71.7 dB, 69.4 dB and 90.3 dB, respectively, as 
shown in a study by Dornbusch, Boston [12]. In their study, the author collected data 
from surgical oncology surgery, soft tissue surgery, ophthalmologic procedures and 
orthopaedic and neurologic surgeries, among which the neurologic surgeries were 
associated with higher levels of noise. The authors indicated that in operating rooms 
where music was played, greater noise levels (mean 73.3 and median 71.3 dB) were 
measured compared to those without music (mean 70.6 dB and median 68.2 dB). It is 
also important to consider that besides the type of surgery, the number of people in the 
room, comprising scrubs and anaesthesia personnel, also adds to the noise levels [12].

2.3  Nurse anaesthetist and operating room nurses and their professional 
responsibilities

In 40 low- and middle-income countries, NAs provide induction, maintenance 
and emergence of anaesthesia, independently, and in close collaboration with 
anaesthesiologists [13]. The International Federation of Nurse Anaesthetists (IFNA) 
identified the following components, among others, in the role described as “Nurse 
anaesthetist expert”: anaesthetic management, pre-anaesthetic pain management, 
risk management, advanced life support, monitoring, termination of anaesthesia, 
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post-operative care and pain management, infection control, communication, col-
laboration and teamwork, task and quality management, patient information, patient 
education, patient advocacy, continuous professional development, research and 
education. IFNA is a global organisation, representing over 40 member countries and 
is an affiliate of the International Council of Nursing (ICN) [14].

The roles and education of nurse anaesthetists vary. The Nordic countries have 
different types of anaesthesia nursing education, ranging from non-degree supple-
mentary programmes to master’s degree programmes [15]. In Sweden, to become 
a specialist nurse in anaesthesia care or operating room nursing care requires a 
university training of 60 credits at an advanced level (in addition to a registered 
nurse degree, which is a three-year bachelor’s degree in university education), and a 
master’s degree in nursing. According to the competence description for nurse anaes-
thetists, they should have good knowledge in both nursing and medical sciences, 
ethics, medical technology, pedagogy, scientific theory, laws and regulations and 
working during major crises. According to their competency description, two nurse 
anaesthetists may independently start a case or terminate the anaesthesia when the 
patient is healthy (ASA 1–2), with approval from the responsible anaesthesiologist. 
Furthermore, the nurse anaesthetist may assess the patient’s airway and intubate 
the patient. ASA stands for the American Society of Anaesthesiologists: ASA 1 is a 
healthy patient and ASA 2 stands for patients with a mild systemic disease without 
significant functional limitations. In Switzerland, the role of a nurse anaesthetist 
requires a 2-year nurse anaesthesia programme, and a nurse diploma is also manda-
tory. The education includes at least 900 h of additional didactic training. To become 
a Certified Registered Nurse Anaesthetist (CRNA) in the US, a master’s degree from 
an accredited nurse anaesthesia educational programme is required [16].

According to the European Operating Room Nurse Association (EORNA), education 
for OR nurses should contain the following five core competencies: professional, ethical 
and legal practice; nursing care and perioperative nursing practice; interpersonal 
relationships and communication; organisational, managerial and leadership skills; 
and educational, research and professional development. As stated in the competence 
description for OR nurses (also called scrub nurses), their responsibilities include 
ensuring that the operating room is aseptic; being responsible for correct ventilation in 
the operating room; patient preparation and safety; control of instruments and instru-
mentation; infection prevention and complication prevention measures in connection 
with surgery and handling of biological material. OR nurses may work in operating 
rooms, ambulatory day surgery units, and in other fields where invasive techniques are 
used (Endoscopy Unit, interventional radiology, etc) [17]. OR nurses possess unique 
non-technical skills (which are decision-making, situation awareness, communication, 
teamwork and leadership); thus by listening to the tone of someone’s voice, observing 
expressions in surgeon’s eyes or paying attention to the changing sounds of the instru-
ments, they anticipate what the surgeon will do next. NAs and OR nurses must work 
according to six competencies, besides verifying patient id, and ensuring that the cor-
rect body part is marked for surgery (NAs also verify fasting): a) person-centred care, 
b) teamwork, c) evidence-based care, d) improvement knowledge and quality develop-
ment, e) safe care for the patients and f) informatics (IT and digitalisation).

2.4 How do perioperative nurses work?

The work of perioperative nurses starts when the patient arrives in the operating 
room. From preparation and start of anaesthesia till termination, and handover of 
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responsibility of care to the post-operative ward nurse, NAs oversee anaesthesia care. 
They work independently, consulting anaesthesiologists and providing the patient 
with analgesia and anaesthesia. OR nurses are responsible for aseptic procedures 
and assisting the surgeons with suitable surgical instruments during surgeries. Both 
the professions are equally responsible for the patient’s nursing care, for example, 
positioning the patient on the operating bed and patient safety. This means that 
perioperative nurses are locked in the operating room. Breaks are planned for lunch. 
NAs may have short coffee breaks, but OR nurses take their coffee breaks between 
patients or during preparation of anaesthesia. Work schedules include day work, 
afternoon and night shifts and during unsocial hours (e.g. between 4 p.m. and 7 a.m. 
and during weekends). The number of cases per operating room varies from one to 
multiple cases; also, during a work shift, perioperative nurses usually are responsible 
for one operating room, including all the cases planned for that room, but they can be 
removed to other operating rooms whenever needed. These unique working condi-
tions in this unique environment, during long hours of work along with high demands 
on concentration, place high demands on both specialist nurses.

2.5 Anaesthesiologists

According to Matsusaki and Sakai [16], in 1910, in the USA, a campaign was started 
by physician anaesthetists in order for anaesthesia to become solely physicians’ work, 
where NAs had already been working for 150 years in their profession. Studies indicate 
that specific knowledge and skills are required for anaesthesiologists to undertake peri-
operative patient care [18] and that a majority believe that their current training must 
advance to support this aspect of their professional development. Being airway experts, 
providing vascular access, performing triage and resuscitation, and managing hemody-
namic triage are some of the work tasks performed by anaesthesiologists [19]. Moreover, 
Zacharowski and Filipescu [20] stated that anaesthesiologists in Europe care for approxi-
mately 70% and in Scandinavia for 100% of ICU patients, whereas the remaining 30% 
of the ICU patients are being managed by other medical or surgical specialities.

In perioperative settings in Sweden, anaesthesiologists are located outside the 
operating rooms [21], and they are responsible for more than one patient or operat-
ing room at the same time; in other words, they carry a heavy responsibility for 
patients’ lives during anaesthesia and surgery [22]. They are responsible for assess-
ment, preparation, maintenance and termination of anaesthesia and monitoring the 
patients. Moreover, they apply blockades. Anaesthesiologists work closely with nurse 
anaesthetists who are with the patient in the operating room. Parallel with their work 
in the operating room, anaesthesiologists assess new patients who are scheduled for 
surgery on the same day or in advance. In addition to working in operating depart-
ments and intensive care units, anaesthesiologists work in the radiology department, 
pos-toperative departments, acute and chronic pain management departments and 
emergency departments [21, 23]. In other countries, for example in the UK and in 
Germany, anaesthesiologists are the ones who stay with the patients in the operating 
rooms. Thus, the work tasks of anaesthesiologists vary in different countries.

The work environment for anaesthesiologists is characterised by working under 
time pressure, delayed or cancelled breaks, frequent overtime, high levels of stress 
and high risk of emotional exhaustion [24]. Burnout among anaesthesiologists and 
intensivists (who work in intensive care units) is one issue studied by Vittori and 
Marinangeli [25], who emphasised that one-third of the respondents scored at high 
risk of emotional exhaustion, and that anaesthesiologists who practised in intensive 
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care had the highest rate of burnout. Female gender, high workload, younger physi-
cians with children, academic physicians [6] and anaesthesiology residents [26] are, 
according to literature, at high risk of burnout. Female gender seems to be more at 
risk of higher stress levels than males; nonetheless, they tend to prioritise home/work 
commitments better than males [27]. Besides stress, burnout and high emotional 
exhaustion, high levels of depersonalisation, and low levels of achievement have been 
reported among anaesthesiologists [28]. On a more psychosocial level, anaesthesiolo-
gists reported fatigue, lack of collegiality and respect and lack of training, as areas of 
job satisfaction, of which lack of respect was a contributor to burnout [29].

2.6 Nurse assistants

There is a lack of literature studying nurse assistants, who are also called unli-
censed assistive personnel (in Sweden) or nursing support workers. Nurse assistants 
provide basic care to patients and work under the direction of registered nurses. 
In Sweden, the training period is 1.5 years of high school education. Also, Nurse 
assistants may work in operating rooms as circulating nurses, assisting the operating 
room nurse with additional instruments needed during surgery (as the OR/scrub 
nurse cannot open nonsterile packages such as autoclaved packages with sterile tools 
inside), documentation, patient positioning, preparing the operating room or table 
and assisting with draping the patients. In anaesthesia care, the assistant nurse assists 
NAs and anaesthesiologists with the preparation and termination of anaesthesia. 
They do not have formal responsibility for patient care and work under delegation 
of the perioperative nurses. In operating room care, they always stay in the operat-
ing room together with the OR nurse. If they work with nurse anaesthetists, they 
leave the room after preparation and start of anaesthesia, and they come back for 
termination and transportation of the patient to the post-operative ward. During 
the maintenance of anaesthesia, nurse assistants supply the nurse anaesthetist with 
what is needed in the operating room and help with the analysis of blood samples 
taken/arterial gases. Additional training is offered on-site, in the department, 
where the nurse assistants work.

In summary, strict regulations of the work environment in operating rooms make 
it difficult for the perioperative nurses to open a window (if there is one) when it is 
hot or increase the room temperature when it is cold, or take a break when one feels 
the need for it. One eats or goes to the restroom when someone else decides or takes a 
break when it is allowed. As the perioperative nurses have too little to say about their 
physical environment in the operating rooms, the psychosocial environment becomes 
even more important in the nurses’ and other staff ’s well-being.

3. Psychosocial and organisational work environment

Job satisfaction and dissatisfaction are concepts frequently discussed to describe 
how satisfied healthcare workers are with their work environment and working 
conditions. The endpoint of these discussions is voluntary or non-voluntary turn-
over, or adequate staffing within the organisation. Organisations such as operating 
departments, which are complex adaptive systems, should always be prepared, 
making the workplace as attractive as possible, as turnover and training of new staff 
are costly and require thoughtful planning and resources from the organisation. 
Turnover within the organisation is common, for example, when employees change 
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their residence (voluntary turnover), choose to study further (voluntary turnover) 
or retirements (could be voluntary or non-voluntary turnover). However, voluntary 
turnover, when nurses with good skills, competencies, experiences and of work-
ing age leave their workplace due to job dissatisfaction, is serious and needs to be 
addressed.

Psychosocial and organisational factors in the healthcare environment interact, and 
they may contribute to nurses’ and other professionals’ decisions to stay or leave. On 
a psychosocial level, personal health [30] and possibilities to develop one’s skills and 
knowledge at one’s workplace, feeling that one’s work has a meaning and relationships 
[31] with colleagues and managers are some factors, which affect job satisfaction. Lee 
and MacPhee [32] explained that nurse-physician relationship in perioperative settings 
was related to nurses’ job satisfaction, and emotional exhaustion was the key predictor 
for nurses’ job satisfaction and intention to leave. Furthermore, perioperative nurse-
to-nurse violence [33] and physician-to-nurse mistreatment [34] have been shown to 
cause high-stress levels [34] and depressive symptoms [33] in perioperative settings. 
Incivility or bullying leads to stress at work, impacting patient safety [35]. In contrast, 
perioperative nurses report that resolving issues leads to better patient outcomes, 
greater satisfaction in the workplace and heightens organisational commitment [36]. 
Villafranca and Hiebert [37] stated that the young clinicians who were inexperienced, 
female, non-heterosexual, worked as a nurse and worked in private care were groups 
that were more likely to be exposed to disruptive behaviour in their workplace.

On a personal level, Clausen and Burr [38] pointed out that not finding any mean-
ing in one’s work and not having any organisational commitment were associated with 
long-term sickness. Moreover, demanding work schedules, working night shifts and 
unsocial hours have been shown to have a negative impact on sleep [39]. According 
to Zhao and Bogossian [40], shift worker nurses are 1.15 times more likely to develop 
low back pain. In a more organisational level, factors such as re-organisation, mean-
ing (ever-) changing structure in the organisation versus stability in the organisation, 
working schedule or hours [41] and recovery [42, 43], salary [30], number of people 
working at one’s workplace [44] and leadership have further impact on whether 
one feels satisfied with his or her work. In summary, operating rooms are complex 
systems. Preventing perioperative nurses, nurse assistants or anaesthesiologists from 
leaving their workplace prematurely often requires several parallel measures.

3.1 Nurse managers’ role in staff ’s well-being

As studies by Logde, Rudolfsson [4] and Arakelian, Rudolfsson [45] pointed out, 
the first-line manager can be someone who, by his or her actions or lack thereof, is 
experienced as a facilitator and someone who contributes to staff ’s well-being or 
someone who is the reason for perioperative nurses leaving their workplace. This is 
valuable knowledge for leaders and managers in healthcare in perioperative depart-
ments, namely knowing that their role is crucial and that they can prevent loss of 
personnel. Leaving one’s workplace was described as a process, where periopera-
tive nurses had considered talking to their closest managers about it for a while. 
Nonchalance on the part of the managers and feeling that they were not needed in 
the organisation made the nurses take the step to quit their jobs. However, the nurses 
argued that when the decision was made to leave one’s workplace, nothing, not even 
the best salary in the world, could change their mind. That is why nurse managers 
should be present and in close contact with their staff, being aware of their staff ’s 
needs on a personal level.
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Nurse managers are important for both quality of patient care [46] and the staff ’s 
well-being [45, 47]; they desire to become nurse managers to do their best for the 
patients and their fellow employees, finding strength in their employees [47]. Nurse 
managers have described challenges they encounter, which are unique to periopera-
tive settings [48]. Some challenges mentioned were that the nurse manager felt bur-
dened by tasks that could be performed by other professions, for example, planning 
staff work schedules and lunch breaks, working as clinical nurses, being in the middle 
of the staff ’s personal needs and the organisational needs, challenges described with 
the ever-changing organisation and need to find tasks suitable for staff who physi-
cally were not able to work with the physical demands of static work of, for example, 
operating room nurses (this is the case of nurses who are getting closer to retirement).

Unfortunately, not all nurse managers have the proper university education in 
management. This is a serious issue that should be addressed in health care, namely, 
to educate and require that they have proper education and training in future. From 
a caring science perspective, Bondas [49] discussed the concept of “caritative leader-
ship”, which is derived from Eriksson’s theory of “caritative caring” [50]. The core 
of caritative leadership is the Caritas concept of human love and mercy, which in 
caritative leadership is directed towards both patients and employees. In other words, 
it means seeing the uniqueness of the employees and their abilities to “minister to” 
or help the patients. Fredriksson and Eriksson [51] pointed out the importance of a 
caritative conversation between the nurse managers and their employees, by creating 
a room or space between them. Such a conversation metaphorically serves as “compas-
sionate love” in professional commitment and organisational tasks [49]. Solbakken 
and Bergdahl [52] emphasised the importance of reflection, time and space and a bal-
ance between these for nurse managers, which metaphorically was discussed as rooms 
in the “house of leadership”. The rooms were the patients’ room, the staff room, the 
organisational room, the superior’s room and the secret room. Caring in caritative 
leadership, according to Solbakken and Bergdahl [52], is a conscious movement or a 
metaphoric walk between the different rooms, as described above, to create a caring 
atmosphere. The secret room is a place where the managers have the opportunity to be 
alone with their own reflections and think things over.

3.2 Job demand-control-support and organisational and relational justice

Karasek [53] introduced the demand-control-support model, explaining that 
employees that receive support (both managerial and collegial) and feel high control 
and have low demands in their work are more likely to be healthy, or are in a healthy 
workplace. In contrast, those who do not receive support and feel high demands 
with no control, are in the high strain and more likely to become sick (burnout and 
other physical diseases). The latter presents risks for unhealthy or dangerous work. 
Those individuals who reported low well-being, low zest for work (meaning emotions 
about one’s work, low means feeling discomfort or aversion towards work) and high 
intention to leave are the ones in the high strain field, experiencing high demands 
and low control. These individuals are, in other words, in unhealthy environments. 
Moreover, Karasek and Theorell [54] pointed out that employee health is positively 
related to feelings of high job control and to receiving social support in the workplace 
and is negatively influenced by high work demands [53]. Job demand, job control and 
perceived fairness in the organisation (in organisational and social work environ-
ment) are important in the work environment [55, 56]. These factors affect sleep 
quality and short-term recovery. Furthermore, high work demands and low sense of 
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control affect the blood pressure negatively [57, 58]. Moreover, effort-reward imbal-
ance may lead the nurses to quit their jobs [59]. Perioperative nurses, nurse assistants 
and anaesthesiologists have an imbalance in their job demand and job control, as they 
do not have control over the physical work environment or working conditions (for 
example, lunch breaks, which patients they care for, order of patients and anaesthesia 
methods changing with short notice); perioperative nurses and nurse assistants must 
adapt to changes in anaesthesiologists and the surgeons’ decisions in patient care, 
and the changes occurring in the organisation. The workload is often high due to the 
growing number of surgeries, long work hours and personnel loss [4, 60], now more 
than ever, after COVID-19.

A study using Karasek’s demand-control-support model [61], performed in 
perioperative settings, emphasised that 30% of the approximately 955 respondents 
(perioperative nurses, nurse assistants and anaesthesiologists) sometimes had 
thoughts of leaving their workplace during at least one month in the last year. Lower 
social support, lower zest for work or feelings about one’s work, and thoughts about 
leaving one’s workplace were interconnected. None of the perioperative nurses, nurse 
assistants, nor anaesthesiologists was in the high strain (low support, high demands 
and low control). Operating room nurses were in the “active field”, according to the 
model, which means they felt they were in high control, despite feeling high demands. 
Nurse anaesthetists and nurse assistansts nurses were in a passive field with low 
demands and low control, and the anaesthesiologists, younger employees, and those 
with good well-being and high zest for work reported feeling low demands and high 
control (thus, being in the low-strain field).

Relation with one’s superior manager is one of several factors in the work environ-
ment affecting employee health, and organisational justice and relational justice 
describe two of them [62]. There are four dimensions in organisational justice (or 
fairness in the organisation or being treated fairly), and interpersonal justice or 
relational justice (also referred to as interactional justice) is one of them. It highlights 
the superior’s relationship with his or her employees, or how superior managers treat 
their employees. In other words, it means how employees’ personal views and rights 
are treated by superior managers, or whether the employees are treated impartially, 
truthfully and with kindness. Relational justice or being treated fairly at the work-
place is also linked to employee health in the workplace [63–67].

First-line managers, who offer support to their nurse employees, play an important 
role in their well-being [68] and job satisfaction [45], and employees who are con-
tent with their work are more engaged in their workplace [54, 69]. Employees with 
higher organisational justice also have higher well-being [64, 65]. On the other hand, 
low organisational justice affects quality of sleep negatively [55], causing stress and 
employee’s possibility for recovery [70]. Working with work environment management 
systematically, a cohort of 500 employees in perioperative settings indicated higher 
scores of organisational justice, which means positive or good organisational justice (a 
higher number of total scores between 6 and 30 indicates good organisational justice, 
and the group had 25 and 26 at measurement in two-time points). A closer look at rela-
tional justice in the same cohort showed that timely feedback about decisions and being 
treated kindly by one’s supervisors who showed consideration had the most impact on 
employees’ well-being [71]. It is essential that supervisors treat their employees with 
fairness and create a friendly, welcoming workplace, where employees feel a balance in 
work demands and control of their work tasks, receive support from supervisors and 
colleagues and want to remain, and newcomers want to come and stay. Supervisors 
have the power to affect their employees’ health and well-being.
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4. How can work environment be improved by simple means?

To increase work attractiveness, according to Bjorn and Josephson [41], special 
attention should be paid to salary, organisation and physical work environment. 
Logde, Rudolfsson [4] and Arakelian, Rudolfsson [45] indicated that simple means, 
such as creating a non-violent atmosphere between colleagues and professionals, 
the first-line managers being present, stressing everyone’s value in the team, giving 
timely feedback to one’s employees, providing healthy work schedules and work-
ing with employees’ salaries and allowing time to develop in one’s profession in the 
workplace were important steps in working in the right direction.

On a psychosocial level, a friendly and permissive atmosphere can be created by 
making a workplace a safe place, where one wants to be oneself and develop, namely a 
homelike place. Simple acts of knowing one’s colleagues on a personal level and creat-
ing relations, greeting each other every morning when coming to work and thanking 
each other before going home also played an important role. In such a workplace, 
where one has a voice, there is joy, a positive learning culture and creativity, all of 
which impact patient care positively.

Because of the nature of work in perioperative environments, small and smart 
planned breaks [72], microbreaks (short breaks) and passive- (just for rest) or active 
breaks (to walk or do small physical exercises) [73], which give an opportunity to change 
focus between two patients, are very important. In turn, breaks require planning and 
relevant staffing with relevant competencies to allow the NA or OR nurse to leave the 
operating room to change focus and be able to drink some water or use the restrooms. 
Operating settings and aviation settings have been compared in literature. Whereas in 
aviation, shifts and breaks are strictly regulated, as the staff’s focus and full concentra-
tion are always required during the flight, there is no consensus about breaks in operat-
ing rooms. Even in the transportation sector, there are also rules about taking breaks 
during a work shift. One has the right to have a meal or lunch 4 hours after starting to 
work in operating departments, which is not always followed due to hygiene regulations 
(the rule of not opening doors in, for example, orthopaedic surgery, where prostheses are 
being operated into patient’s body), safety reasons (the risk of missing information when 
reporting the patient to another nurse, so that one can leave the room) or staff shortage. 
This directly affects staff’s long-term well-being and ability to work.

Healthy work scheduling, with a focus on safety and recovery, is another measure 
that should be communicated to the staff, teaching them the benefits of correct 
planning of one’s work schedule so that one can feel a work-life balance and recovery, 
for example, not planning early morning shifts after late evening shifts, which gives 
less than 11 hours of sleep/recovery or to spread out days off, instead of working more 
than six or seven days in a row and taking a week off thereafter. According to research 
results, personal preferences in the workforce should be in balance with the organ-
isational needs of staffing [42, 43]. There have been attempts to shorten the workday 
from eight to six hours for the workforce in operating departments, by planning the 
breaks at the end of the work shift, instead of spreading them out during the work 
shift. This, in the long run, tires the workforce, placing maximal demand on them 
during the shift. In other words, the idea is to reduce the tips of the iceberg (the peaks 
of high workload), with smartly placed breaks. It is also important to take into consid-
eration that the staff need breaks more when the workload is the highest. Breaks 
can be planned during each work shift, but they can also be planned, for example, 
by mixing multiple tasks so that, for example, OR nurses do not statically stand and 
assist the surgeon with surgical instruments throughout their entire career every 
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week, but to give the person an opportunity during the week to work with other tasks 
or responsibilities, for example, to work with students, to work with hygiene issues 
or to contact different firms and order and pack surgical instruments. This way, the 
person does not have to work statically every day, preserving his/her back, neck and 
shoulders for more years to come. For NAs, other tasks can include developing nurs-
ing care for the patients, taking responsibility for students and organising internal 
competence development for nurse anaesthetists or nurse assistants. Another way to 
both offers breaks and allow for competence development is to give time for reflec-
tion, where experienced nurses can guide newcomers in their professional develop-
ment. As almost every minute of perioperative nurses’ workday is planned with tasks 
and the fact that working as a NA or OR nurse is a solitary work (there is just one 
nurse anaesthetist or operating room nurse per operating room), they need to process 
and reflect together with other colleagues about nursing care for the patients and how 
it can be improved, sharing knowledge together. This is a part of one’s development 
process in the profession, needing time and space from one’s clinical work.

Perioperative dialogue is a model, a way of working, to guarantee continuity, 
patient safety and person-centred care in perioperative settings. The model was first 
described by von Post [74] and developed further [75–78]. According to perioperative 
dialogue, the same NA or OR nurse should meet the patient before, during and after 
surgery and anaesthesia. The purpose of this meeting before (pre) is to assess, to have a 
dialogue, to take in the patient’s story and experiences in planning the nursing actions 
during and after surgery and anaesthesia and give the patient a voice. These are the 
cornerstones in person-centred care, as described by Ekman [79]. Thereafter, a care 
plan is formed together with the patient. Meeting the same nurse during surgery and 
anaesthesia guarantees continuity, a familiar face who welcomes the patient into the 
operating room, and a nurse who guarantees that she/he is and will be there for the 
patient, seeing to the patient’s best interests [80]. During (perioperatively) surgery and 
anaesthesia, the nurse guarantees that the plan that was agreed upon with the patient 
will be carried out. After termination of surgery and anaesthesia (post-operatively), 
the nurse follows up on the plan with his/her patient. The departments that give the 
perioperative nurses the opportunity to perform perioperative dialogue will have bet-
ter-prepared patients and more satisfied nurses, and benefits of perioperative dialogue 
are known for both patients and nurses who perform it [75, 76, 78, 81–85]. Moreover, 
perioperative nurses will feel that their unique and specific nursing knowledge will 
be a force to count on in patient care in perioperative departments. This will lift their 
pride and increase joy at work, and perioperative nurses will feel less like a secretary 
for electronic documentation, putting additional demands on their work [86]. The 
focus has changed in recent years towards digitalisation, and electronic documenta-
tion, with systems that do not always interact with each other. Hence, perioperative 
nurses, especially, must log into different systems, sometimes documenting the same 
information in several IT journal sights/systems. Furthermore, they have to struggle 
to find correct information [86, 87] when working with their patients in the operating 
room. The perioperative nurses describe this shift in focus from the valuable patient 
care to being forced to act as a secretary for electronic documentation. Working with 
and increasing the perioperative nurses’ pride and joy, lifting their specific competence 
and specific knowledge in nursing care of the patients should be the number one prior-
ity of the operating departments.

Possibilities to continuously develop one’s competence at work is another factor to 
increase job satisfaction. There should be paths of development in one’s workplace, 
both in the academic field and in the clinical field. In the academic field, there should 
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be a plan (three-year or five-year plan) for how many NAs or OR nurses should study 
on PhD-level, or how many perioperative nurses, who also are associate professors 
or professors, should be employed and active within each operating department. 
Furthermore, to be an attractive workplace, nurses with high(er) academic grades 
should be involved in research and education of the departments, and in management 
from department levels to the highest level of the organisation at the hospital. There 
should be a carefully considered competence development plan and tools for assess-
ing everyone’s competence and how it can be improved further at the workplace. The 
competence plan should be connected to and work hand in hand with a salary devel-
opment plan, and the message should be “development pays off”. Salary is costly, but 
it is an incentive for the workforce to remain in the workplace. While employing new 
employees is associated with financial challenges, losing staff and being forced to hire 
temporary staff are even more costly, and training new staff also requires human and 
financial recourses. Economic means should be invested in the existing staff, as it pays 
off in the long run when they remain in the workplace. Not everyone is interested in 
developing an academic career. There should, therefore, be paths to work clinically, 
and in leadership, and reach the “next level”. For example, perioperative nurses or 
assistant nurses may work in different operating departments, with adult patients or 
children, and develop their clinical skills, meeting new challenges with new patient 
groups. Intensive care units and airborne intensive care (used for care of patients, 
for example, during transportation from one hospital to another and from the scene 
of injury to hospital) are other clinical work developments, which can be offered to 
nurse anaesthetists. The third path of development is in leadership and management.

Shortage of time is frequently discussed at the hospitals, and to compensate for 
that, mandatory education or meetings, which are essential for patient safety are 
shortened. For example, yearly training in CPR (cardiopulmonary resuscitation), 
important meetings about changes in surgical routines, instruments or new routines 
or medications in how to anaesthetise a pregnant woman have a direct impact on the 
outcome of care and should be prioritised in the organisation. This is not a matter 
of ‘whether we should’ but ‘how should it be done’ systematically! In addition, team 
training that increases psychosocial well-being, bonds the staff who work together on 
an everyday basis and gives them a well-deserved break from monotonous work are 
important means. During team training, time should be allotted for reflection and 
improvements in care for patients.

Finally, systematic work environment management can improve work environments 
in perioperative settings for perioperative nurses, nurse assistants [88] and anaesthesi-
ologists [89]. Using a support model for systematic environment management gives the 
staff (nurses and assistant nurses) in the perioperative context an opportunity to discuss 
problems with collaboration, work organisation and how to treat each other. Moreover, 
it gives them the opportunity to be engaged in their work environment issues, helping 
first-line managers in work environment management [90].

5. Conclusion

Despite the challenges in perioperative work environment, many choose to work 
in such an environment. As the physical environment is difficult to affect, the psy-
chosocial and organisational environment become more important in the staffs’ work 
life. There are several simple measures that can be used, and actions must be taken 
today to make perioperative settings healthy and attractive. Actions should be taken 
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against incivility or bullying at work; nurse managers should have proper university 
education and training to be able to conduct caritative caring for their staff members; 
salaries for perioperative staff, among the nurses, should be revised and increased; 
and they should be given the opportunity to use their full competence and advanced 
nursing knowledge in patient care, and possibilities to develop in their profession in 
their workplace. This way, newcomers and ordinary staff may choose to stay, develop 
themselves and their workplace further, as losing perioperative nurses results in 
cancelled surgeries and suffering for patients.
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Chapter 6

Assessment of Employees’ Group
Behavior, Interpersonal Influence,
and Stress Management Strategies
Nassir-Maru Yesuf

Abstract

This study was conducted in south Ethiopia, “Sidama” region, “Aleta Wendo” city
administration, on employees working in infrastructure and cluster institutions director-
ate (ICID) and on members of the Solomon metal and wood-work micro-scale enterprise
(SMWM-SE). The general objective of the study was to assess employees’ group behav-
ior, conflict resolution styles they practices, types of power they are applying, and stress
management strategies they are practicing in one governmental office and in one private
enterprise association. A cross-sectional design with a mixed approach was applied to the
study. Purposive sampling techniques were used to select the sample. The study area was
selected purposefully by the researcher for its convenience to conduct the study. Semi-
structured interview guide questions developed by the researcher and a self-administered
questionnaire adapted to collect the data. The result of the study was organized and
presented based on the four categories: employee group behavior, conflict resolution
styles, types of power, and stress management strategies.

Keywords: group behavior, conflict resolution styles, power, and stress

1. Introduction

Employees’ behavior affects organizations directly or indirectly in positive or
negative ways. Employees’ behavior related to their group behavior, conflict resolu-
tion styles, types of power, and stress management strategies are topics among
employees' behavior that can affect organizations which were also topics in this study
conducted on one Micro Scale Enterprise (MSE) members and on one governmental
office employees who are responsible for monitoring and supporting MSE. Studies
have shown that employees’ behavior affects their performance and organizational
outcomes. A study conducted by [1] among public sector companies on employees in
12 cities, confirmed that good interpersonal relations at work are important [2].
Concluded about the important role that groups play in organizations if they are
handled positively [3]. Stated that the quality of managing conflict impacts the per-
formance of employee and the outcomes of organization. Another study conducted by
[4] found that there was a significant effect of conflict on organizational performance.
A study conducted by [5] on public sector organizations in Pakistan revealed that
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organizational politics have a significant impact on employee performance. A study
conducted by a study [6] on a private garment company in Ethiopia revealed that
work-related stress measured in terms of work overload, role ambiguity, and lack of
motivation have negative and significant effects on employees' performance.

Micro and small enterprise (MSE) development holds a strategic place within
Ethiopia’s Industrial Development Strategy. All the more so as MSEs are the key
instruments of job creation in urban centers, whilst job creation is the centerpiece of
the country’s development plan. The role of MSEs as the principal job creators is not
only promoted in low-income countries like Ethiopia, but also in high income coun-
tries including the United States of America. Accordingly, because MSEs play a pivotal
role in employment creation, stimulating and strengthening MSE development should
be one of Ethiopia’s top development priorities [7].

The 2010/11 definition of MSE in Ethiopia was based on paid capital, sector, and
human power (seeTable 1). An enterprise is categorized as micro if its paid-up capital is
less than or equal to 100,000 Ethiopian Birr (ETB) for Industry and less than or equal to
50,000 ETB for Service. Similarly, an enterprise is considered small when its paid-up
capital is less than or equal to 1.5 million ETB for Industry and less than or equal to
500,000 ETB for Service.

It is inevitable that the micro and small enterprises (MSE) contribute for national
development especially in developing countries, but most of the studies conducted on
micro- and small-scale enterprises in Ethiopia focused on access to or challenges
related to the finance, market place and the provision of support by the concerned
bodies such as governmental offices ([9–12]. Though there are studies on work-
related stress [13, 14] whereas there are few studies conducted related to employees
Group behavior, interpersonal influence, and stress management strategies working
in public offices and the MSE. Therefore, this study conducted on one MSE and on one
governmental office which is responsible for monitoring the MSE in order to assess
the employees' group and teamwork characteristics, styles they practice for conflict
resolution, types of power they apply, and stress management strategies they practice.

1.1 Group

Group is two or more individuals interacting to accomplish a common goal [15].
The most common classification forms, used for the groups in the literature, are
formal and informal groups [16]. As the name indicates, formal group is formed by
management to accomplish the goals of the organization. On the other hand, informal
groups is formed by individuals and developed around common interests and friend-
ships rather than around an organizational goal [15]. Forming a group, it passes
through different stages. One of the widely cited models is the five-stage model

Level of the enterprise Sector Human power Total asset

Micro-enterprise Industry ≤5 ≤ 100,000 ETB ($6000 or E4500)

Service ≤5 ≤ 50,000 ETB ($3000 or E2200)

Small-enterprise Industry 6–30 ≤ birr 1.5 million ETB ($9000 or E70000)

Service 6–30 ≤ birr 500,000 ETB ($30,000 or E 23000)

(Source: Federal Micro and Small Enterprise Development Agency (FeMSEDA), cited in [8]).

Table 1.
The 2010/11 definition of MSE.
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developed by Tuckman (1965) cited in [17], stated that there are five stages small
groups go through:

• Forming: it is the beginning of the members of the group asking each other to
know one another;

• Storming: here, members of the group argue with each other and start to work on
the areas of conflict;

• Norming: in this stage, there is a sense of togetherness and the group becomes
effective in working together;

• Performing: the group starts to perform and has shared norms and goals;

• Adjourning: the group disperses as it has achieved what it aimed to or there is a
loss of interest and motivation [17].

Group formation has its importance for organizations. In a study conducted by Yee
and Dyne as cited in [18], it is mentioned that helping behavior is higher in groups in
which the cohesion between members is strong, task confusion is low, and strong
institutional norms exist. Another study conducted by [19] investigated how the
group formation method influences group dynamics as well as group outcomes.

1.2 Teamwork

Teams are specialized types of performance groups. Teams, like any group, pro-
mote interaction and interdependence among members, pursue goals, and are struc-
tured and unified, but teams exhibit these qualities with greater intensity than do
groups in general [20]. A study conducted by [21] on employees from an entertain-
ment company in Kuala Lumpur found that there was a significant and positive
relationship between teamwork (effective communication, level of trust, interper-
sonal skills, leadership, accountability, and cohesiveness) and employee performance.

1.3 Conflict resolution styles

Conflict may have either positive or negative consequences for the organization,
depending on how much exists and how it is managed. Depending upon the nature
and conditions of the conflict, the following five approaches can be an effective
approach to conflict-resolution management. These approaches are as follows:

1.Dominating: working to dominate and control,

2.Accommodating: allowing other groups to win,

3.Collaborating/Problem Solving: working together to solve problems,

4.Avoiding: ignoring or steering clear of other groups, and

5.Compromising: finding an acceptable solution so everyone feels good) [15].
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A study conducted by [22] suggested that the self-managed project team (SMPTs)
transforms into an avoidance approach during the conflict as time goes by. In any
event, conflict and its management strategies are fostered or hindered by factors such
as the approaching deadline as well as individual reputation.

1.4 Types of power

The study of power and its effects is important to understand how organizations
operate. How organizational subunits and individuals are controlled is related to the
issue of power and influence. Power is the capability to get someone to do something;
influence is the exercise of that capability [15]. Power is obtained in a variety of ways
in an organization. Two important categories of power in an organization are inter-
personal and structural. French and Raven cited in [8] suggested five interpersonal
sources, or bases, of power: they are (1) Legitimate, (2) Reward, (3) Coercive, (4)
Expert, and (5) Referent. Members of a group who controlled the bases of power are
more influential than those who did not. Legitimate power is a person’s ability to
influence others because of the position within the organization that person holds.
Reward power is based on a person’s ability to reward a follower for compliance.
Coercive power is the power to punish. Referent power is a power based on a sub-
ordinate’s identification with a charismatic superior. Expert power is a power based on
the capacity of influence related to some expertise, special skill, or knowledge [20a]
[8]. Structural power is frequently prescribed by structure within the organization.
Organizational structure creates formal power and authority by specifying certain
individuals to perform specific tasks and make certain decisions [15].

1.5 Stress management strategies

Stress is an adaptive response, moderated by the individual difference that is a
consequence of any action, situation, or event that places special demands on a person.
Stress is seen partially as a response to some stimulus, called a stressor. A stressor is a
potentially harmful or threatening external event or situation. However, stress is more
than simply a response to a stressor. It is the consequence of the interaction between an
environmental stimulus (a stressor) and the individual’s response. Stress prevention and
management strategies include (1) maximizing person-environment fit, (2) organiza-
tional programs such as employee assistance andwellness, and (3) individual approaches
such as cognitive techniques, relaxation training, meditation, and biofeedback [15].

2. Objectives of the study

• To assess group behavior of employees in the infrastructure and cluster
institutions directorate (ICID) and members of the Solomon metal and wood-
work micro-scale enterprise (SMWM-SE).

• To assess conflict resolution styles of employees in the ICID and members of the
SMWM-SE.

• To assess the types of power used by employees in the ICID and members of the
SMWM-SE.
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• To assess the stress management strategies used by an employee of the ICID and
by members of the SMWM-SE.

3. Methods

3.1 Area of the assessment

The assessment was conducted in “Aleta Wondo” which is one of 19 “woredas” of
“Sidama” the newly established region, which was previously under Southern nation
nationalities and people’s regional state (SNNPRS), city administration.

The data about population of “Aleta Wondo” city administration according to [23]
census results and the latest official projections is: population census of 1994 is 11,321;
population census of 2007 is 22,093; population projection in 2015 would be 42,200
(Figure 1).

There are 23 offices available in “Aleta Wondo” city administration. Enterprises and
industry development is one of the public service offices among them. In the office, there
are 13 directorates. From these directorates, the infrastructure and cluster institutions
directorate (ICID) is responsible for monitoring and supporting micro- and small-scale
enterprises. Solomon metal and woodwork micro-scale Enterprise (SMWM-SE) is a self-
initiated enterprise working on metalwork and woodwork. Two females and three males
total of five individuals established it. Its members saved as a group 20,000 Ethiopian
birr after they established the enterprise; they got 100,000 Ethiopian birr loan from
“Omo”microfinance. Currently, they are in a good condition and they are paying their
loan. The Enterprise is producing metal works and wood works such as buildings doors,
windows, drawers, tables, chairs, sofa, bed, and other home and bureau furnitures.

3.2 Method applied for the study

A mixed approach was applied to the study.

Figure 1.
Map of Ethiopia, SNNPR, Sidama region and Aleta Wondo Woreda.
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3.3 Selection of the organizations and sample size

A purposive sampling technique was applied to select the sample for the study.
“Aleta Wondo” city administration was selected for its convenience to conduct the
study. From the enterprises and industry development office, the infrastructure and
cluster institutions directorate (ICID) was also selected by the researcher through
purposive sampling method as it monitor and supports micro- and small-scale enter-
prises. All the employees (nine male and six female) working in ICID including their
head manager of the office were included in the study. From the private organization,
Solomon metal and woodwork micro-scale enterprise (SMWM-SE) was purposively
selected as the study was on small- and micro-scale enterprises and for its conve-
nience, because the enterprise was working in the small industry shade and all mem-
bers of the association (three male and two female) were available at the time of the
assessment and all members of the enterprise was included in the study.

3.4 The development of data gathering tools

Interview questions and the self-administered questionnaires were developed by
the researcher from [15], the self-administered questionnaire for the conflict resolu-
tion styles was adapted from shell as cited in [15], developed in order to collect the
data, self-administered questionnaire for the assessment of team effectiveness also
adapted from “mind tools” at [24].

The qualitative data was gathered through interviews and the quantitative data
through a self-administered questionnaire. To make the interview an appointment
was arranged with each participant. After that, the interview was conducted with each
participant of the study. And the self-administered questionnaire was also filled out by
the participants.

3.5 Data gathering procedures

First, the researcher got a letter from the university provided for the Enterprises and
Industry Development office in “Sidama’ region “Aleta WondoWoreda” and explained
the objective of the study to the office head, discussed and agreed on the date for starting
data collection. Then, the researcher interviewed employees who were working in the
infrastructure and cluster institutions directorate (ICID) which is one of the directorates
under the enterprises and industry development office. The interview was audiotaped
and the researcher took note of what has been said by the interviewees.

3.6 Methods of data analysis

The data was analyzed by following the six steps described by [25].
Step 1. Organize and prepare the data for analysis.
Step 2. Read or look at all the data.
Step 3. Start coding all of the data.
Step 4. Use the coding process to generate a description of the setting or people as

well as categories or themes for analysis.
Step 5. Advance how the description and themes will be represented in the quali-

tative narrative.
Step 6. A final step in data analysis involves making an interpretation in qualitative

research of the findings or results.
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The quantitative data collected through a self-administered structured question-
naire was also described and presented by number and percent on tables along with
the qualitative data according to its categories.

3.7 Validity and reliability

The issue of validity in this study was substantiated throughmember checking. Mem-
ber checking was held during data collection by asking the interviewees for further
clarification whenever there were vague statements and by repeating their idea for them-
selves to get their comments. Additionally, the validity was also held at the end of the
process of the studyby sharing the resultwith the participants of the study to get feedback.
This technique of insuring validity in the qualitative study is stated by Gray (2018) and
Beuving anddeVries (2015) as cited in [26].Member checking determines the accuracy of
the qualitative findings by taking the final report or specific descriptions or themes back to
participants and determining whether these participants feel that they are accurate [25].

The technique applied in this study to ensure reliability is the triangulation tech-
nique. Triangulation compares results from two or more different methods of data
collection and/or two or more data sources since consistent findings from different
data sources or collection methods are also likely to better evidence the integrity of the
research conclusions [26]. In this study, the data was collected through both qualita-
tive and quantitative methods, and the data were also collected from two sources
(ICID and SMWM-SE).

4. Results

4.1 Result of the ICID

4.1.1 Socio-demographic characteristics of participants of the ICID

As indicated on Table 2 fifteen participants were included in the study and all of
them were interviewed and filled self-administered questionnaire. Their response to

No Socio-demographic characteristics Frequency Percent

1 Gender Male 9 60%

Female 6 40%

2 Age 21–29 5 33.3%

30–39 7 46.7%

40–49 3 20%

3 Educational status Diploma 4 26.7%

Degree 11 73.3%

4 Work Experience 1–5 years 5 33.3%

6–10 years 7 46.7%

11–15 years 3 20%

Total 15 100%

Table 2.
Socio-demographic characteristics of the participants from ICID.
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the interview question is classified into four themes which are group formation and
teamwork and spirit, conflict resolution styles, types of power, and employee stress
management.

4.1.2 Group behavior

4.1.2.1 Criteria that differentiate groups and teams

The researcher adapted seven criteria which are the distinct characteristics and
differences of groups and teams explained by [15], to differentiate whether the
employees working in the ICID are group or team.

As indicated in Table 3, from the total 15 participants, all of them chose six criteria
listed under the group column and they only chose one response listed under the team
column.

4.1.2.2 Team effectiveness assessment

To crosscheck the above seven criteria, the self-administered questionnaire for the
assessment of team effectiveness also adapted from “mind tools”, also applied. There
are 15 questions with five scale which are: 1 = Not at all, 2 = Rarely, 3 = Sometimes,
4 = Often, and 5 = Very often. The maximum sum score is 75 and the minimum sum
score is 15. The sum of the scores classified into three levels: First, 15–30 is considered
as worrying, which needs work to improve the effectiveness as a team member, and
the effectiveness of the team; Second, 31–45 is considered as the effectiveness as a
team player and team’s effectiveness are patchy which is good at some things, but
there’s room for improvement elsewhere; third, 46–75 is considered as a solid team
member working well as part of an effective team. Lower scores in this range show
that there is room for improvement, though.

The result of the evaluative assessment is shown as the following:
As shown inTable 4, the total participants had a score of 19 to 30 which lay in the first

classification level, so they were considered worrying according to the “mind tools”.

No of participants filled out the assessment Total score

3 30

5 27

6 26

2 19

Table 4.
Result of team effectiveness assessment.

Number of
criteria
statements

Number of options that reflect group
chosen by the participants

Number of options that reflect team
chosen by the participants

7 6 1

Table 3.
Result of the criteria that differentiate groups and teams.
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Therefore, based on the above two types of assessment results the participants of
the infrastructure and cluster institutions directorate members were considered as a
group than a team.

All of the participants in the interview explained they consider their directorate as
a group. The following was expressed by participants regarding the group formation
process, purpose, members’ roles, and whether the group has norms like standards of
behaviors shared by members:

Participant 1.
“I think I am member of a group as we members of the infrastructure and cluster

institutions directorate working together and shared a single office, and the group or the
directorate is established by the structure of the office employees of the directorate hired
based on the fulfilling formalities and criteria’s of the structure of the office, such as
education preparation and experience”.

Regarding whether the group has norms like standards of behaviors shared by
members their roles and the purpose of the group, Participant 12 said:

“All of the group members know their roles and responsibilities, because all of the
employees hired according to their application, there is no different norms in our directorate
or group, we all adhere to the office rule like doing work as planned at office level, and the
purpose of the directorate or group is to accomplish the plan as a directorate”.

Participant 9 explained the criteria for selection of the group head, about working
with a group, group composition, cohesiveness in the group, the desire to remain or
continue as a member in the group, and commitment to the group.

“Our group leader who is head of the directorate is selected according to the criteria of the
office related to educational preparation and experience, our group members has different
cultures, slightly different in income and age, two females and two males, all of us have the
same educational status and different in work experience, I have desire to remain in the
group and committed to the group, but if I got better opportunity like better salary or
allowance I will leave this group”.

Related to the group members' ability and skill and the group’s resources to
accomplish the group’s objectives, the decision-making process in the group, and
understanding individual roles and other members roles: Participant 14 said:

“I think I have ability and skill but there is lack of resources to accomplish the planned
objectives, in the group we decide through meeting as a directorate, and as we are experi-
enced workers, I understand what is expected from me, I think other members also know
what expected from them”.

Regarding group members openly discuss on their weak and strong sides and the
feedback system, acceptance of creative thinking and new ideas by the office, and
training, education, entertainment, and field trips that can stimulate new thinking,
taking responsibility for the group's failure or success and about rewards for success-
ful, participant 11 and participant 3 explained as follows:

Participant 11 said:
“There is weekly and monthly programmed meeting in our group, at that time openly

discuss our strong and weak side related accomplishing planned objectives, for the weekly
one, the feedback is given by the head of our directorate and for the monthly one, the
feedback is given by the manager of the office, new creative or new ideas are accepted as long
as it is related to the office plan and budget”.

Participant 3 said:
“Training and experience sharing with other city administration is sometimes delivered

by previously Zonal departments now by regional bureaus, but there is no educational
opportunity, if the achievement is lag as a group, the head of the directorate take the
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responsibility and displace it to our group members individually according to expectation of
the individual, if the group succeed the first head of the directorate got recognition as a
reward from the manager of the office, secondly, the recognition comes to the group members
according to their contribution”.

4.1.3 Conflict resolution styles

The participants of the study explained their experience related to the conflict in
the following ways:

Participant 7: “Sometimes there are conflicts that occur between our group members and
other times between our group members and customers, the conflicts harm the group mem-
bers work motivation, it also lags the accomplishment of the groups planned achievement,
when the conflict was not handled on the time”.

Participant 14:
“If conflict occurs between members of the group, we do not make it personal rather we

consider it as differences of viewpoint, the individuals who make the difference talk each
other and try to reach on consensus, most of the time it is solved by themselves. But if they
cannot agree by themselves, the issue passes to the head of the directorate, and then the if the
issue did not solved by the directorate, we took it to manager of the office, most of the time
our manager listen both parties and try to negotiate first, if the agreement is not settled, he
command what he believe as a right thing”.

4.1.3.1 Self-assessment questions related to conflict resolution styles used in the ICID

As indicated in Table 5 using Shell as cited in [15] conflict resolution styles
assessment tool, the assessment participants either preferred compromising or collab-
orating as a backup conflict-handling style.

Compromising indicates that the conflict resolution style is to try to “close the gap”
in two parties’ desires by using some type of fair criteria that appear reasonable to
both sides. Compromisers tend to want to preserve the relationship between parties.
On the other hand, participants who preferred collaborating tend to enjoy the negoti-
ation process because it gives them an opportunity to probe deeply into difficult
problems and help produce solutions that are acceptable to multiple parties.

Scoring and
Interpretation

Number of participants and their score

Participant: 4 Participant: 3 Participant: 2 Participant: 5 Participant: 1

Competing 5 6 5 4 4

Collaborating 9 8 7 8 7

Avoiding 6 6 5 6 6

Accommodating 5 6 6 6 8

Compromising 8 9 8 7 6

Preferred conflict-
handling style

Collaborate Compromise Compromise Collaborate Compromise

Backup conflict-
handling style

Compromise Collaborate Collaborate Compromise Accommodate

Table 5.
Self-assessment questions related to conflict resolution styles used in the ICID.
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4.1.4 Types of power used in the ICID

The participants explained about the basis of a person’s or manager's ability to
influence others or subordinates is related to the position one holds, and there was
sharing of power or delegation of authority to some extent, and the subunit’s sources
of power in their office were related with on the sub-unit’s level of work contributed
to the office’s final output. One participant explained in the following ways:

Participant 2:
“In my office, sources of power is because of the position one holds in the office, and there

is delegation of authority in our office in a limited way, for instance our directorate head or
our office manager temporarily appoint and give their authority to someone when they are
out of the city for meeting, training or other reasons, regarding sub-units sources of power,
mainly it is based on the sub-unit’s level of work contribution to the offices final output”.

The following statements explain some of their views related to managers or sub-
units power starts and stops/ends and whether they are acting accordingly, and about
resistance to authority by the employees in the office.

Participant 10:
“In our office, everyone’s power is known, but sometimes there is some individuals try to

use above their power, and sometimes there is also resistance of authority by some employees
in the time of disagreement”.

Regarding political tactics and impression management, all of the participants
explained about claiming friendship, and self-promoting by claiming accomplish-
ment, one participant explained it as follows:

Participant 15:
“One of the political influence tactics used by managers or workers to persuade others or

getting support is through claiming friendship, and the impression management used by
many of us is self-promoting by claiming accomplishment”.

4.1.5 Employee stress management

Participants of the study explained about their stress experience in the followingways:
Participant 5: “I have experiences of stress in my office especially in the time work

overload, and the factors that make an event or situation stressful is the importance of the
event or situation for me”.

Participant 13: “One of the things that make me always being in a stressful situation is
the reason of inadequate career development opportunity or lack of educational opportunity
in my office”.

Participant 1: “When I experience stress, I try to alleviate stressful feelings and emotions
like stop working and go to a place that can make me feel better”.

Participant 6: “From my experience the consequences of stress related to myself is
inability to concentrate on the work so my work performance becomes less and my director-
ate achievement also decreased, but there is no anything done by my office related to stress”.

4.2 Result of the SMWM-SE

4.2.1 Socio-demographic characteristics of the participants from SMWM-SE

Table 6 shows the socio-demographic characteristics of the participants from
SMWM-SE members.
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4.2.2 Group behaviors

4.2.2.1 Criteria’s that differentiate groups and teams

The criteria’s that differentiate groups and teams also applied to SMWM-SE mem-
bers as indicated in Table 7, from the total of five participants, all of them chose five
criteria listed under the group column and they chose two responses listed under the
team column.

4.2.2.2 Team effectiveness assessment

The self-administered questionnaire for the assessment of team effectiveness also
adapted from “mind tools”, also applied, in addition to the above seven criteria.

The result of the evaluative assessment is shown as the following:
As indicated in Table 8, the total participants had a score of 18 to 30 which lay in

the first classification level, so they were considered worrying according to the “mind
tools”. Therefore, based on the above two types of assessment results, the SMWM-SE
members are considered as a group than a team.

Of the five participants of the interview, all of them reported they consider their
enterprise members as a group. The following was expressed by participants regarding

Number of
criteria
statements

Number of options that reflect the
group chosen by the participants

Number of options that reflect team
chosen by the participants

7 5 2

Table 7.
Result of the criteria that differentiate groups and teams.

Participants in the assessment Total score

Participant 16 22

Participant 17 29

Participant 18 23

Participant 19 18

Participant 20 30

Table 8.
Results of team effectiveness assessment.

Age Sex Role in the association

Participant: 16 28 Male Chairman

Participant: 17 31 Male Secretary

Participant: 18 29 Female Deputy chairman

Participant: 19 24 Female Cashier

Participant: 20 23 Male Store man

Table 6.
Socio-demographic characteristics of the participants from SMWM-SE.
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the group formation process, purpose, members’ roles, and whether the group has
norms like standards of behaviors shared by members:

Participant 17.
“All members of the enterprise have their own expertise specially on metal work and

wood work, so we established this enterprise based on our profession to work together and to
get financial support from the government so that we got this workshop in addition to the
loan, so all members of the enterprise work together and equally share the outcome of our
effort as a group, and we also have rules that every members should comply”.

Related to the roles in the SMWM-SE and purpose of the group,
Participant 16 said:
“In addition to our skill we have, we got training from the office about how we can

function as an enterprise, so every group members know their roles and responsibilities, and
the purpose of the our enterprise is to return our loan we got from “Omo” micro finance and
to be successful on the business”.

Participant 8 explained the criteria for a selection of the group head, about working
with a group, group composition, cohesiveness in the group, the desire to remain or
continue as a member in the group, and commitment to the group.

“We members of the group selected when we establish the association based on his
sociable behavior by considering he might lead as in attractive way and better negotiate and
create a link between our association and the government offices to get any support, our
group members has almost the same cultures, slightly different in age, two females and three
males, I think not only me, but all of the group members want to continue as members of the
group and committed to the group because currently we are in a better condition in income
than before when we work individually”.

The participants of the assessment also explained their ideas about the group
members' ability and skills and the group's resources to accomplish the group’s objec-
tives, the decision-making process in the group, and understanding individual roles
and other members' roles:

Participant 20 said:
“In our enterprise all of us have skills related to metal and wood work, because of we

have been working individually before establishing the enterprise. After we established the
enterprise we overcome our financial and working place problems,, but still there is one
problem we have facing, which is our work place is at the corner of the city which make
customers do not look our products like other private organizations who are working in the
middle of the city, so it lags achieving our planned objectives. As a group we decide through
meeting, all members of the group work according to his/her skill. Additionally, all mem-
bers of the enterprise has additional roles like being chairman, secretary, store man, so I
think all members know their responsibility”.

Participants from the SMWM-SE also explained that group members openly dis-
cuss their weak and strong sides and the feedback system, acceptance of creative
thinking and new ideas in the enterprise, and training, entertainment, and field trips
that can stimulate new thinking, taking of responsibility for the group failure or
success and about rewards for successful, participant 19 and participant 17 explained
as follows:

Participant 19 said:
“In the SMWM-SE there is monthly scheduled meeting, in the meeting we discuss openly

about everything related to our enterprise, feedback is given by every members during the
meeting as well as in day to day activities, the feedback is also given by the supervisors and
experts who came from ICID, new creative or new ideas related to our products are accepted
as long as it is profitable and attract customers”.
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Participant 17 said:
“Most of the time trainings like entrepreneurship and business management, experience

sharing with other city administration enterprises and bazaars are provided and facilitated
as a support by the city administration ICID; if the group succeeds the recognition comes to
the group members according to their contribution”.

4.2.3 Conflict resolution styles

Participants from SMWM-SE also explained their experience related to the conflict
in the following ways:

Participant 18:
“Whenever there is overlapping orders by our customers, there is conflict between our

group members and customers, because of some members fleeing of work overload, and other
times because of not all members come to work on-time, some members come to work being
late and others become absent, the conflicts harm the association, because production time
do not go in line with the agreement reached with the customers, and in time of conflict
members lateness and absenteeism also increase, so it also create additional conflict”.

Participant 16:
“In the time of conflict, first, if the conflicting parties do not speak each other individual

try to negotiate them reached in agreement, unless the issue goes to the chairman of SMWM-
SE and try to establish peace. But if both the conflicting individuals speak to each other, they
discuss on the issue and solve the problem in a short period of time, if the conflict is not solved
by these means, the way we solve conflicts is through making meeting that participate all
members”.

4.2.3.1 Self-assessment questions related to conflict resolution styles used in SMWM-SE

As indicated in Table 9 using Shell as cited in [15] conflict resolution styles
assessment tool, the assessment participants of the SMWM-SE preferred collaborating
and accommodating as a backup conflict-handling style.

Participants who preferred collaborating tend to enjoy the negotiation process
because it gives them an opportunity to probe deeply into difficult problems and help
produce solutions that are acceptable to multiple parties.

Scoring and
Interpretation

Participant:
16

Participant:
17

Participant:
18

Participant:
19

Participant:
20

Competing 5 4 4 4 6

Collaborating 9 7 6 7 10

Avoiding 4 3 7 4 5

Accommodating 8 8 6 8 9

Compromising 6 6 9 6 6

Preferred conflict-
handling style

Collaborate Accommodate Compromise Accommodate Collaborate

Backup conflict-handling
style

Accommodate Collaborate Avoid Collaborate Accommodate

Table 9.
Self-assessment questions related to conflict resolution styles used in the SMWM-SE.
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On the other hand, participants who preferred accommodating minimize their own
concerns by maximizing the concerns of others trying to solve the problems.

4.2.4 Types of power used in the SMWM-SE

In this evaluative assessment, participants of the SMWM-SE explained the bases of
power that enable them to influence each other’s, and delegation of authority and
responsibility in the following ways:

Participant 18:
“There are two sources of bases of power that serve to influence one another, the first one

is the power that emanate from expertise and the other one is the power that bases the
position that individual assigned for, and there is delegation of authority in our enterprise,
for instance whenever any members of the enterprise is out of the work place because of
personal cases or problems or for the reason of our enterprise like meeting he/she appoint
other member of the enterprise”.

The following statements explain some of their views related to authorities
assigned to members of the SMWM-SE, whether it is known by the boundary of the
power when it starts and ends, and about the resistance of authority by the employees
in the enterprise.

Participant 20:
“As there is already prepared rules and regulation which explained every members

roles and responsibilities by ICID and we signed on it when our enterprise was
established, we are familiar with every one’s authority, but sometimes there is some indi-
viduals tries to use above their authority, in that case there is resistance to authority and it
leads to conflict”.

About political tactics and impression management, one participant explained as
follows:

Participant 19:
“In our enterprise many times our chairman tries to get others support by participating

them in the planning process, and other times he tries to get support by claiming that such
support is consistent with the enterprise rules. Other members also try to persuade others or
getting support through claiming friendship and the impression management used by many
of us is claiming previous success”.

4.2.5 Employee stress management strategies

Participants of the SMWM-SE also explained their stress experience in the
following ways:

Participant 16:
“As to me, there is a lot if things or situations that make me stressful in the work place,

the importance of the event with its costs and the degree of uncertainty surrounds the event
makes me more or less stressful”.

Participant 18:
“Balancing the demands of work and family roles are the major stressor that I experience

not only in my work place but also in the home”.
Participant 20:
“In the time of stress, I try to get help from family or friend, and I got less motivation for

everything in time of stress and try to be alone till I become better, in our enterprise if I told
to other members about my situation they take my responsibility, gave me a rest”.
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5. Discussion

5.1 Group behavior in the ICID and in the SMWM-SE

Based on the result, participants from both ICID and SMWM-SE members were
considered as a group than a team. The ICID group was established by the structural
hierarchy of the office, but the group formation is self-initiated and established based
on profession to get financial and a place for workshop from the government for the
case of SMWM-SE. As the study participants of ICID explained employees of the
group are committed to and continue their working in the group until they got a better
opportunity, this is contrary to the result of SMWM-SE members as currently, they
are in a better condition in income than before, members of the group are committed
to and continue working in the group. Participants from both ICID and SMWM-SE
feel that they have enough skills and ability to meet their group’s objectives, whereas
they differ what they lack, in the case of ICID explaining their resources, SMWM-SE
members explained they lack showroom in the city to sell their products.

5.2 Conflict resolution styles used in the ICID and SMWM-SE

All of the participants from ICID and SMWM-SE explained dysfunctional conflict
occurs among them which harms their work motivation and lags accomplishment of
the group's planned achievement. This result agreed with the study of [4] which
found that there was a significant effect of conflict on organizational performance and
with the study of [27] employee performance is affected by conflicts.

Participants of the ICID selected compromising, and collaboration and participants
from the SMWM-SE selected collaborating and accommodating as conflict-handling
style. This result agreed somehow with the following results. The study [27] found
that one of the commonly used conflict management style among the doctors, nurses
and clinical officers was compromising style. Another study conducted by [4] found
that the dominating factors employees use as techniques to solve organizational con-
flicts are compromising, and accommodating techniques.

5.3 Types of power used in the ICID and SMWM-SE

Sources of power are based on the position one holds in the office for ICID, in the
case of SMWM-SE sources of power are based on the position one holds and expertise
in the enterprise. There is delegation of authority in a limited way in both ICID and
SMWM-SE. It is known by the employees where the head of the directorate power
starts and ends for ICID, and the authority figures' power, where it starts and ends are
also known by members of the SMWM-SE. Political tactics used in ICID are personal
appeals and impression management used is self-promotion. For MSWM-SE the
political tactics used in the enterprise are consultation and personal appeals, and self-
promotion as impression management.

5.4 Employee stress management strategies used in the ICID and SMWM-SE

Factors that make an event or situation stressful for the employees are the impor-
tance of the event or situation for ICID, the importance of the event and its costs, and
the degree of uncertainty surrounding the event or situation for SMWM-SE.
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The major stressor for employees working in the ICID is the reason for inadequate
career development and lack of educational opportunities. This result is also somehow
agreed with thy study by [14] stated that factors of occupational stress are lack of
career development, and dealing with difficult clients. The major stressor for the
participants is balancing the demands of work roles and family roles.

Employees of ICID and members of SMWM-SE use emotion-focused coping strat-
egies in dealing with stress. This result is different from the result of [13] which stated
that to cope up with stressful situations, employees use different coping mechanisms
including taking responsibility, learn better communication, learn task management
skills, and the organization uses job redesign/restructuring, improve communication,
coaching, counseling, and medication.

The outcome of stress at the individual level is cognitive consequences such as poor
concentration at work for ICID. And the individual outcome of stress is psychological
consequences, such as frustration, and lack of motivation for their work for SMWM-
SE. This result is a little bit closer to the study result of [13] among the symptoms of
stress that staffs face because of stress factors such as worry, restlessness, anger,
inability to concentrate, and loss of energy.

In the ICID and SMWM-SE, there was no designed program to deal with employee
stress.

6. Conclusion

From the study result, the following points are concluded:

6.1 Infrastructure and cluster institutions directorate (ICID)

6.1.1 Group behavior

Group behavior in the ICID

• Based on the result, participants from ICIDwere considered as a group than a team.

• The group was established by the structural hierarchy of the ICID.

• As the study participants explained employees of the group are committed to and
continue their working in the group until they got better opportunities.

• Participants feel that group members have enough skills and ability to meet the
group’s objectives but they lack resources.

• Participants explained they know their roles and responsibilities.

• Feedback is given by the head of the directorate at the end of every week, and by
the manager of the office at the end of every month.

• Creative ideas that come from group members are accepted in line with the office
plan and budget.

• Based on the groups' achievement, the recognition comes from the office to the
directorate head and then to the group members according to their contribution.
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Group behavior in the SMWM-SE

• Based on the result, SMWM-SE members are considered as a group than a team.

• The group formation is self-initiated and established based on the profession to
get financial and a place for workshop from the government.

• As currently, they are in a better condition in income than before when they
work individually, members of the group are committed to and continue working
in the group.

• Group members think that they have enough skills and ability to meet the group’s
objectives but they lack a showroom in the city to sell their products.

• Feedback is delivered in day-to-day activities by every member of the SMWM-SE
for each other, and monthly feedback by supervisors and experts of the ICID.

• Acceptance of creative ideas which come from group members is received by the
group as long as it maximizes profit and customer satisfaction.

• Based on the groups’ achievement, the recognition comes from ICID to the
chairman of the SMWM-SE and then to the rest members of the group.

6.2 Conflict resolution styles used

Conflict Resolution Styles Used in the ICID

• Dysfunctional conflict occurs between employees which harms their work
motivation and lags accomplishment of the group's planned achievement.

• Participants preferred compromising, and collaboration as a backup conflict-
handling style.

• The group also used arbitration as a third-party negotiation style.

Conflict Resolution Styles Used in the SMWM-SE

• Members of the group experience dysfunctional conflict which hinders their
achievement of the planned objectives of the enterprise.

• Participants from the SMWM-SE preferred collaborating for conflict-handling,
and accommodating as a backup.

• The group also used third-party negotiation to resolve conflicts, such as mediation.

6.3 Types of power used

Types of Power used in the ICID

• Sources of power are based on the position one holds in the office.
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• There is delegation of authority in a limited way.

• It is known by the employees where the manager or head of the directorate power
start and ends.

• Political tactics used are fir personal appeals and the impression management
used is self-promotion.

Types of Power used in the SMWM-SE

• The Sources of power in the enterprise are based on expertise and the position
one holds in the enterprise.

• There is sharing of authority in the group in some cases.

• As the enterprise has rules and regulation, the authority figures power, where it
starts and ends are known by members of the SMWM-SE.

• Political tactics used in the enterprise are consultation and personal appeals, and
self-promotion as impression management.

6.4 Stress management strategies used

Employee Stress Management Strategies used in the ICID

• Factors that make an event or situation stressful for the employees are the
importance of the event or situation for them.

• The major stressor for employees working in the directorate is the reason of
inadequate career development and lack of educational opportunities.

• Employees use emotion-focused coping strategies in dealing with stress.

• The outcome of stress at the individual level is cognitive consequences such as
poor concentration at work.

• In the ICID there was no designed program to deal with employee’s stress.

Stress Management Strategies used in the SMWM-SE

• Factors that make an event or situation stressful are the importance of the event
and with its costs, and the degree of uncertainty surrounding the event or
situation.

• The major stressor for the participants is balancing the demands of work roles
and family roles.

• Emotion-focused coping is the strategy used by members of the enterprise to deal
with stress.
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• Individual outcome of stress is psychological consequences, such as frustration,
and lack of motivation for their work.

• Even though there is no planned program to deal with stress, members of the
SMWM-SE help each other by allowing rest for the stressed member.
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Annex A: Interview Guide

Part 1: Interview questions about group formation and teamwork and
spirit

These questions are prepared for the purpose of gathering information through
interviews. The information will be used only for the research on investigating group
formation and teamwork and spirit. And I will not mention anyone’s name in the
research to keep confidentiality.

Address; Regional state ________ City ________ Organization name ____________.
Number of the group/team members’ _____ Date of establishment of the

team________.

1.Is there a group/team that you are a member in your organization? If, yes…

2.Who organized the group/team, are there membership criteria?
What are they?

3.What is the purpose of the group/team organized?

4.What it looks like the steps/processes in establishing the group/team?

5.Is there a different status hierarchy or roles in the group/team?

6.Are there norms like standards of behaviors shared by members of the
group/team? What are they?

7.Is there a difference in work performance between working alone and with a
group/team? Which one is better? And why?

8.The group/team has a leader? By what criteria is the leader selected in the
group/team?
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9.What is the composition of the group/team? Characteristics of members such as;
culture, gender, socio-economic background, education, age, skills, work
experience, etc.

10.Is there cohesiveness in the group/team, such as closeness or common attitude,
behavior performance? What it looks like the relationship between group/team
members?

11.Do you have the desire to remain or continue as a member in the group/team?

12.Do you have commitment to the group/team? Such as attending all the group
meeting on time, accomplishing the objectives and expectation of the group/
team?

13.Do the group/team members think that the members have the ability and skill
and the group/team have enough resources, strategies and support to
accomplish the groups/team’s objectives?

14.What looks like the decision-making process in the group/team?

15.Do all group/team members understand the roles and responsibilities of the
group/team leader, and other members of the team?

16.Has the group/team established norms or rules of conduct in areas such as
conflict resolution?

17.Do group/team members openly discuss their weak and strong side and what is
the feedback system?

18.Is there acceptance of creative thinking and new ideas by the office/
organization? And does it provide training, education, entertainment, and field
trips that can stimulate new thinking?

19.Who took responsibility for the group/team's failure or success? And are
rewards supplied by the office/organization when the group/team is successful?

Part 2: Interview questions related to conflict resolution styles used in the
office/organization

20. Have you experienced conflict in your organization? If yes, by whom?

21. Is the conflict functional which enhances and benefits the organizations'
performance? Or harms the achievement of organizational goals?

22. What are the consequences of the conflict?

23. What did managers do to deal with the time of conflict?

24. What do you do in time of conflict or when you experience it?
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Part 3: Interview questions related to types of power used in the office/
organization

25. What do you think that the base of a person's or manager's ability to influence
others or subordinates within your office/organization?

26. Is there sharing of power or delegation of authority in your office/
organization?

27. What are the subunit’s sources of power?

28. In your office/organization, is it known where an individual, manager or
sub-unit's power starts and stops/ends, and are they act accordingly?

29. Is there resistance to authority by the employees in the organization? Or
are there any political competitions, game, or power struggles in your
office/organization?

30. What are the political influence tactics used by managers/workers persuading
in your office/organization?

31. What kind of impression management is applied in your office/organization?

Part 4: Interview questions about employee stress management

32. Do you have an experience with stress-related with job in your office/
organization?

33. What are factors that make an event or situation stressful in your
workplace/time?

34. What are the stressors you experience in your workplace/organization?

35. What are you doing in time of stress?

36. What are the outcomes or consequences of stress related to you and your work
performance?

37. Is there a thing that your office/organization tries to assess the workers stress
experience? If yes, what are they?

Annex B: Self-administered questionnaire

Part 1: Criteria that differentiate groups and teams

Instruction: Below is a list of the ways you experienced in the group/team, please
make ✓mark in the box for each of the statement choice under column A or column B
which can best explain about your group or team.
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Criteria
Statement

A B

1 Goals of the group Works on common
goals

□ Total commitment to common goals □

2 Accountability To manager □ To team members and team leader □
3 Skill levels Random □ Complementary □
4 Performance

evaluation
By manager □ By team members and team leader □

5 Culture Marked by change &
conflict

□ Based on collaboration & goal attainment □

6 Performance
outcomes

Positive, neutral, or
negative

□ Synergistic or greater than sum of members’
contributions

□

7 Definition of
success

By manager’s
aspirations

□ By members’ & team leader’s aspirations □

Part 2: About team effectiveness assessment

Instructions: For each statement, circle one choice for each of the items in the
column that best describes you. Please answer questions as you actually are (rather
than how you think you should be), and do not worry if some questions seem to score
in the ‘wrong direction’.

1 = Not at all 2 = Rarely 3 = Sometimes 4 = Often 5 = Very often.

No Statement Circle one

1 My group/team is knowledgeable about the stages of development teams can be
expected to go through.

1 2 3 4 5

2 Group/Team members are provided with a great deal of feedback regarding their
performance.

1 2 3 4 5

3 Group/Team members are encouraged to work for the common good of the
organization.

1 2 3 4 5

4 There are many complaints, and morale is low on my group/team. 1 2 3 4 5

5 Group/Team members do not understand the decisions that are made, or do not agree
with them.

1 2 3 4 5

6 People are encouraged to be good group/team members, and build good relationships. 1 2 3 4 5

7 Group/Team members are provided with development opportunities. 1 2 3 4 5

8 Meetings are inefficient and there is a lot of role overlap. 1 2 3 4 5

9 Group/Team members are encouraged to commit to the team vision, and leaders help
them understand how their role fits into the big picture.

1 2 3 4 5

10 Group/Team members are often given a chance to work on interesting tasks and
stretch their knowledge and capabilities.

1 2 3 4 5

11 The Group/team understands what it needs to accomplish and has the resources
needed to be successful.

1 2 3 4 5

12 Conflict and hostility between members are pervasive issue that does not seem to get
better.

1 2 3 4 5
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No Statement Circle one

13 People feel that good work is not rewarded and they are not sure what is expected of
them.

1 2 3 4 5

14 Group/Team members balance their individual needs for autonomy with the benefits
of mutual interdependence.

1 2 3 4 5

15 Working relationships across units or functions is poor, and there is a lack of
coordination.

1 2 3 4 5

Part 3: Self-assessment questions related to conflict resolution styles used
in the office/organization

Instructions: For each statement, circle one choice for each of the items in the
column that best describes your experience in your office/organization.

1 = Never 2 = Rarely 3 = Sometimes 4 = Often 5 = Very often.

Statement Circle one

1 I work to come out victorious, no matter what. 1 2 3 4 5

2 I try to put the needs of others above my own. 1 2 3 4 5

3 I look for mutually satisfactory solution. 1 2 3 4 5

4 I try not to get involved in conflicts. 1 2 3 4 5

5 I strive to investigate issues thoroughly and jointly. 1 2 3 4 5

6 I never back away from a good argument. 1 2 3 4 5

7 I strive to foster harmony. 1 2 3 4 5

8 I negotiate to get a portion of what I propose. 1 2 3 4 5

9 I avoid open discussions of controversial subjects. 1 2 3 4 5

10 I openly share information with others in resolving disagreements. 1 2 3 4 5
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